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Introduction

More than 40 years ago the first submarine with a nuclear propulsion plant
(NPP) on board was launched. In subsequent years the nuclear navy has
grown significantly and demonstrated its advantages in solving strategic
balance problems between superpowers.

In all, by the beginning of 1993 about 300 submarines and 15 above surface
ships (aircraft carriers and cruisers) with NPPs had been in operation in the
navies of the USA, Russia, the UK, France and China [1-5]. Most were made
in the USA and Russia. The US and Russia are building fewer new nuclear
ships now, but the capacity exists and is available if needed. Other countries
also plan to launch new nuclear-powered submarines after 2000 [1, 2, 5].

Brazil, for example, is planning to begin construction of nuclear submarines
in the next few years. Canada has decided to buy nuclear submarines in
France or the UK [1]. India and Argentina have their own development
programs on nuclear-powered vessels [1 - 3].

Almost from the very beginning navy nuclear technologies have been
converted to civil applications [5]. At present the civil nuclear ships are being
operated only in Russia, mainly in the northern regions, where their
advantages over the fossil-fuelled ships have been convincingly demon-
strated. Russia has built nine ice-breakers in all. In other countries the
nuclear freight ships have not been developed to an extent comparable with
that of Russia, although in the USA, Germany, and Japan, three nuclear
freight ships have been operated for some time. The high cost of the nuclear
ship, although considerable, is not the only reason for this. International
traffic with nuclear power ships requires the availability of international
standards, rules and criteria. The first step in this direction resulted in the
adoption of the Convention on human life safety on sea and "Code of safety
for merchant nuclear ships" 1982 issued by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO). The growing concern of the world community is caused
by the accumulation of radwaste discharged into the sea as well as by
accidents occurring with nuclear ships and submarines.

Therefore, the situation can be changed and public confidence restored only
when the problem of radwaste management and that of safety, primarily
associated with severe accidents, are solved both for the nuclear fleet and for
nuclear power as a whole.

The approaches to the solution of these problems are intensely investigated
by vendors, and the advanced projects concerning marine nuclear power are
being developed taking into account their specific features. The goals mainly
focus on enhancement of the NPP plant design inherent safety, increase of
the role of passive safety systems, achievement of higher resistance of the
NPPs to internal and external impacts by strengthening the safety barriers
and reducing the negative effect of the human factor.
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At present only Russia and Japan are showing a noticeable interest in the
development of advanced designs of civil surface ships and submarines for
various purposes [8]. Some developments in this field in other countries (e.g.
Canada, France) can also be mentioned [1].

This report is not concerned with naval ship weaponry or warfare combat
power. Its purpose is to briefly describe basic trends and approaches in
shipboard nuclear power system development for marine and other new
peaceful applications in different countries.

Also, this report indicates the importance of the safety problems associated
with accidents occurring with nuclear ships and submarines, and with the
management of nuclear waste streams generated by shipboard nuclear power
systems.
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1.1

Milestones and trends

Naval ships

The first US navy nuclear submarine "Nautilus" was launched in 1953, while
the Soviet nuclear submarine "K-3", better known as "Leninski Komsomol",
was launched in 1957. The sequence of construction work on and the tactical
and technical characteristics of the first US submarine "Nautilus" and the first
Soviet submarine "K-3" are given in Table 1.

Table 1
Technical characteristics of the first nuclear-powered submarines [1,9].

Beginning of work
Installation of reactor

Launching

Beginning of performance trial

Transfer to the navy

Total time of development

Surface displacement, t

Reserve buoyancy, %

Maximum length, m

Maximum width, m

Draught, m
Maximum under-water speed, knots

Power plant capacity, hp

Operating depth, m

Crew, persons

Number of reactors

Reactor thermal power, MW

Specific mass of reactor plant,
kg/hp

"Nautilus"
SSN571

1947-1948

March 1954
January 1954

September 1954

April 1955

7-8 years
3180

18

98.6

8.3

6.6

23

13400

210

105

1

55-60
(S2W reactor*)

64-66

"Leninski Komsomol"
K3

September 1952

September 1956

August 1957

July 1958

December 1958

6 years 3 months
3101

30
107.4

7.9

5.7

about 30

2 x 17500

240

104

2
2 x 7 0

40.6

The various US NPPs developed are labelled according to [3]: the formula
AXB where A stands for the nuclear vessel type, X is the manufacturer's
type number and B stands for the vendor - see the list below.
A B
S = Submarine C = Combustion Engineering
A = Carrier G = General Electric Co
D = Destroyer W = Westinghouse
S2W means, therefore, the second type of NPP designed for submarines by
Westinghouse.
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It can be seen from the above data that in their displacements and total sizes
as well as in some other parameters the submarines "Nautilus" and "Leninski
Komsomol" differ only slightly. But the Soviet submarine (see Figure 1)
exceeded the "Nautilus" in the operating depth, speed, power-to-weight
ratio, and specific power production [9].

There are a large number of nuclear-powered ships now deployed by the
USA, Russia, the UK, France and China (see Table 2). According to [3] they
fall into three various categories (e.g. see Figure 2).

SSBN Submarine carrying ballistic nuclear weapons (e.g. "Ohio"
(USA) and "Taifun" (Russia) class submarines)

SSCN Submarine equipped with cruise missiles

SSN Attack (fleet) submarine (e.g. "Los Angeles" and "Seawolf'
class submarines (USA))

Table 2
Number of nuclear-powered naval ships in operation as of the beginning of
1993 in different countries [1,2].

Country

Russia*
USA
UK
France
China

Total submarines
(only SSBN and SSCN)

140 (56)
121 (34)
2 2 ( 4 )
1 2 ( 6 )
6 ( 1)

Surface military
ships

2
13
-
-
-

Data on July 1,1992 [10].

In the 80s the US underwater launched missile system (ULMS) intended for
basing, combat patrolling, and restoration of operational readiness of the
SSBNs, "Trident" was constructed. The main part of ULMS became the
"Ohio" class submarine with S8G reactor plant (the most up-to-day and
largest nuclear submarine of the US Navy, see Table 3 and Figure 2). There
were eighteen SSBNs of "Ohio" class in operation in the US Navy as of
1993, January 1 [1].

To counterbalance the US "Ohio" the USSR created its "Taifun" class
submarine specially designed for operations under arctic ice (see Table 3).
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2 3

2 3

Figure 1
Layout of the "Leninski Komsomol" nuclear submarine: 1 - turbine hall,
2 - reactor hall, 3 - diesel hall [9].

Ohio

Lafayette

Los Angeles

Permit

Figure 2
Silhouettes of some US nuclear-powered submarines [3].
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The "Taifun" is the largest submarine ever known in world naval history [1,9].

Table 3
Parameters of the US and USSR submarines carrying ballistic nuclear
weapons [1, 9].

Parameters/Type

Displacement, t: submerged
surface

Length, m

Width, m

Under-water speed, knots

Diving depth, m

Number of missiles

Range of fire, km

Reactor type

Number of reactors and their capacity, MW

Crew, peopiu

"Ohio"

18750
16600

170.7

12.7

25

450

24

11000

PWR

1x215

155

"Taifun"

30000
25000

170

25

30

several hundreds

20

9000

PWR

2x190

170

The first nuclear naval submarines were launched by the UK in 1963, by
France in 1971, by China in 1974 [1].

The surface naval nuclear-powered ships (cruisers, aircraft carriers) are
constructed in the USA (see Table 2). In this country nuclear reactors are
being currently installed on aircraft carriers [1 - 3],

In France the nuclear-powered aircraft carrier "Charles de Gaulle" is
currently under construction and the building of another one is being planned
[1].

The Soviet Union constructed two nuclear-powered battle cruisers. Th? first
was commissioned in 1980 [3, 11].

Making estimations of the US Navy updating program, particularly in the
part of nuclear ship application, the West specialists conclude that by the
year 2000 the US Navy will have effective [2, 9]:

o 8 aircraft carriers (launching of the ninth carrier is planned in
2003)
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o 14 submarines of the "Ohio" class provided with S8G reactor
plant (the launching of such submarines of the new generation
can be expected after 2010)

o 65-70 attack submarines of the "Los Angeles" with S6G
reactor plant and "Seawolf' classes. A new generation attack
class submarine "Centurion" is under development (in the 90s
the total number of submarines will be reduced as the rate of
removal of old ships from the navy will exceed the construction
rate).

The submarine fleet will remain the basic component of the US military
nuclear weapon, where about 50 % of nuclear warheads are concentrated.

According to [10 ], as of July 1,1992 the Russian Navy had more than 140
submarines, including 56 strategic missile-carrying submarines. In 1992 the
Russian Navy received five nuclear powered submarines. The above journal
[10] also reports that it has been planned to reduce the Russian Navy stock
by 22 % by 1992, and by 16 % more - by the year 2000. Under the Start II
(strategic arms reduction treaty) the naval strategic nuclear forces should be
reduced by more than 50 %.

Other countries also plan to launch SSBNs and SSCNs after 2000: Great
Britain -4, France - 6-7, China - 7 [1, 2].

In 1992 the first of the four planned commercial submarines of "Vangard"
class SSBN equipped with PWR-2 reactor plant was launched in the UK.
The construction of the advanced attack class submarine of the SSN-20(W)
type has been suspended to 2000 [1].

A submarine of "Triomphant" class with the K-150 reactor plant, which is
also intended for the use of the "Charles de Gaulle" aircraft carrier, is being
constructed in France. Four attack submarines of "Amethyste" class were
planned for construction. Of them two have been put into operation. The
construction of two remaining vessels has been suspended because of
financial difficulties.

It should be noted that in previous years the navy's share of the USSR
Ministry of Defence budget was as low as 15 % while in the USA and the
UK it was 2 - 3 times higher [9].

1.2 Civil ships

The USSR began designing the civil nuclear ice-breakers in 1953, i.e. within
a year after the beginning of submarine development [5]. The first nuclear
ice-breaker "Lenin" launched in 1959 had worked effectively for 30 years
and was decommissioned in 1990 [6]. Nine nuclear ice-breakers in all have
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been constructed in Russia (see Table 4 and Figure 3). The last of them,
"Ural" was launched at the end of 1993.

To follow the "Lenin" two ice-breakers - "Arktica" and "Sibir" - were
developed specifically for the two-reactor configuration. Designed by the
Central Design Office "Aisberg", these units were built at the Baltiski
shipyard and were delivered to Murmansk Arctic shipping company (MSC)
in 1974 and 1977, respectively [12].

After 1981 a "continuation" of the design incorporating more than 50 major
alterations resulted in the "Rossia" type ice-breaker, built by the same team.
The first two of these "Rossia" and "Sovetsky Soyuz" were built and trans-
ferred to theMSC in 1985 and 1989, respectively. After successful sea trials
in the Baltic, on 28 October 1992 the ice-breaker "Yamal" was handed over
to MSC.

The ice-breakers provided round-the clock navigation in the western sector
of the Arctic, thus radically changing the situation there. In some cases the
duration of the continuous power operation of the reactors was as long as
10000 h [5].

Their good seaworthiness was proved by both their experimental voyages in
high latitudes and their transport voyages along the North shipping route,
some of them in winter (see Figure 4).

In August 1977, the atomic ice-breaker "Arktica" was the first in the world
to reach the North Pole in autonomous voyage.

In June 1978, the atomic ice-breaker "Sibir" was the first to lead a transport
along a high-latitude route and thus proved the possibility to use it for transit
shipping between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Nine years later, the same
ice-breaker after landing of the drift-ice research unit SP-29, repeated the
successful voyage tot he North Pole. Further on such voyages were done by
other ice-breakers.

Unlike the linear nuclear ice-breakers ("Arktica", "Rossia", "Sibir" and
others), the ice-breakers "Taimyr" and "Vaigach" built jointly with the
Finnish specialists have smaller draught (see Table 4). This permitted the
mouths of the Siberian rivers to be served.
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the SIBIR(Siberia)

the ARKTIKA (Arctic) '

Figure 3a
The Russian nuclear-powered ice-breakers.
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Figure 3b
The Russian nuclear-powered ice-breakers.
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Table 4
Characteristics of Russian nuclear-powered civil ships [5, 7, 12].

Ship Launching Length (between Draught Displacement Power Ice-
perpendiculars) m t capacity breaking
m MW capacity

m

"Lenin"

"Arctika" (Arctic)

"Sibir" (Siberia)

"Rossia" (Russia)

"Sovetsky Soyuz"
(Soviet Union)

"Yamal"

"Ural"

"Taimyr"

"Vaigach"

"Sevmoput" (lighter)

"50 LP" (50th
anniversary of the
victory)*

"Pevek"**

"Super breaker"**

1959

1975

1978

1985

1989

1992

1993

1990

1990

1988

Under

-

-

-

Constructed

134

136

136

136

138

160

145.6

150

150

230

construction*

160

135

193.6

and

9.6

10.1

10.1

10.7

10.7

11

10.7

8.1

8.1

11.8

17280

23440

23440

25100

25100

-

23440

18500

18500

61800

possible projects**

10.8

9

13

25165

20000

54250

32.4

49

49

49

49

63

49

35.5

35.5

29

55

32.5

110

1.7

2.3

2.3

2.5

2.5

2.7-2.9

2.6-2.7

1.8

1.8

2.7

1.8

3.5

Follow-up studies of these vessels showed that their reactor power could be
increased by 12 % so they now reach an output of 35 MW and do not need
to use additional diesel generators.

The experience of this joint project should make possible future cooperative
ventures. These would similarly match Russian reactors with foreign
shipbuilding, and would include transfer of technology and know-how from
the Russian side [12].

In 1988, along with the ice-breaker fleet, the 620001 displacement nuclear
container carrier lighter "Sevmorput" was built, working on the way between
the Kola peninsula and Dudinka [5].
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At the present time a great part of the diesel ice-breakers, operating in the
West Arctic sector, have served their times. The replacement of the large
diesel ice-breakers by nuclear ones is quite feasible in the given situation,
especially as the Russian shipyards, having quite an extensive experience of
the construction of nuclear ice-breakers and cruisers, now have free
capacities because of reduced defence orders [5]. The main problems are
associated with financing.

Since "Arktica" - "Rossia" ice-breakers are heavily used, their service life is
unlikely to be extended much beyond the original 25 years. Decommissioning
work will be required for the "Arktica" before the end of this decade and for
the "Sibir" at the beginning of the next century. The problem of replacing
these vessels and ensuring the ice-breaker fleet is kept up to strength is now
approaching [12].

Several possible future projects are being studied for the fleet [12]:

"YamaI-2"
To replace the "Arktica" - "Rossia" series, proposals for a next generation
design, the "Yamal-2" have been submitted to MSC by the Central Design
Office. This new vessel will operate effectively not only on traditional Arctic
sea routes but also in coastal shallow water zones.

The "Yamal-2" is superior to earlier versions in terms of power, ice-breaking
capability and breadth of channel. It is intended to provide a stable transport
system of the western part of the Arctic for the whole year round - even in
the hardest years when ice conditions are particularly bad.

The vessel will incorporate a number of upgrades:

o A containment with closed-cycle ventilation that ensures that

external discharges are not necessary.

o A new two-reactor plant with improved safety characteristics.

o Double-casing high-performance main turbines rated at 37 MW
with intermediate steam Weeding.

o Alternating current electrical propulsion, and power available
from the main generators for other shipboard needs.

The "Super ice-breaker"
On a longer term perspective, a "Super icebreaker" was under development,
intended to support regular year-round navigation along the Russian Arctic
coast and to ensure that transport is possible between Europe and Japan,
including the high latitude routes. To carry out these tasks the ice-breaker
should be able to break ice 3.5 m thick at 2 knots or 3.0 m at 5 - 6 knots.
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The icebreaker is expected to have one two-reactor high-power plant and
one turbine generator plant. Design work is complete for the alternating
current propulsion system, which has one frequency converter and
distribution system for all shipboard needs.

"Pevek"
A nuclear-powered ice-breaker with restricted draught - known as the
"Pevek" type - is also being developed. It is intended to extend the
applications of the "Taimyr" ice-breaker series and show that nuclear fuel can
compete with fossil fuels. Thers are two possible versions:

o Two reactors, two turbine generators.

o One reactor, one turbine generator.

The first version appears likely to be preferred.

"The floating power plant"
Finally a floating nuclear-power plant based on ice-breaker technology is
under development (see Figure 6). This floating nuclear power plant would
have an output of 70 MWe and is being developed by the Central Design
Office "Aisberg" as a source of electrical and thermal energy for inaccessible
or seismically active areas in the north and far east, which need power plants
of 50 -100 MWe (see section 4.2).
The project is based on the "Yamal-2" vessel with using a two-reactor power
plant. Using these standard components the cost of initial design will be
spread and make possible a serial production of floating power plants [12].

The Russian Ministry of Transport charged the "Atomenergo" joint stock
company with the task of making marketing work for the development of
future projects to meet the interests of particular consumers [12].

The short-term projects of the "Atomenergo" include:

o completion of the construction of the nuclear ice-breaker "50th
anniversary of the victory" [13] (see Figure 5)

o update of the feasibility study and the detail design of the
70 MWt leading floating nuclear power co-generation plant on
order of the corporation "Rosenergoatom" [14]

Development of the project of a "Super ice-breaker" about 110 MW in
power has been delayed for an unspecified time [12]. It should be pointed
out that Russia has extensive R&D, design, construction and operation of
shipboard NPPs. The shipboard reactor plants have proved their reliability,
survivability and efficiency for active ice-breakers and ships with ice-breaker
ability.
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Figure 5
The floating nuclear power plant layout.

the reactor block includes two autonomous
reactor plunts with biological protection and
a complex of apartments containing equipment
providing the work of the reactor units;

the turbogenerator block includes two
turbogenerator units located on both boards;

the electrotechnical block includes high-voltage
switchboards, transformers, central switch boards,
cabel dampers with a device for supplying
the coast with cabel;

the auxiliary block includes reserve diesel
generators, boiler and desalinating units,
low-pressure steam generators and the main
control post;

in other quarters

tK? living block for 60 persons includes living
apartments, public apartments, a sports complex,
a medical block, storerooms, a catering block
and apartments containing survival systems.
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Figure 6
The ice-breaker 50 Let Pobedy (The 50th anniversary of Victory layout).
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"Other new applications"
The reduction in orders for nuclear submarines and the release of the relevant
capacities encouraged the search for new application trends in under-water
activities:

o use of nuclear submarines for the shipment of commercial
cargoes and underwater oil and gas production at depths of
500-600 m under the ice [5,15] (see Figure 7)

o development of nuclear deep-water apparatus with a diving
depth of 6000 m, for example, unmanned self-regulating direct-
conversion NPPs for autonomous sea facilities [16].

Besides Russia, three countries have built, operated and decommissioned
nuclear-powered civil surface ships, the US, Germany and Japan (see
Table 5). Their three merchant ships were "Savannah", "Otto Hahn" and
"Mutsu", respectively. They were all equipped with PWRs with cluster type
fuel elements containing slightly (4.0-4.4 % U) enriched UO2 fuel and a
containment around the reactor coolant system (RCS).

In this case, use of nuclear propulsion had little success. The reason for this
was mainly economic. In addition, the wide-spread concern for reactor safety
has limited the number of harbours for nuclear-powered merchant ship
activity. The main schemes and design principles of the more or less
experimental vessels, that have been in operation and decommissioned, are
already discussed in detail [4, 17].

At present only Russia and Japan are conducting active studies on the
development of the civil ship reactors. The JAERI is designing two types of
improved reactors: MRX (for ice-breakers) and DRX (for deep-water
investigations) [8]. Also, some other new applications of marine reactors
were considered by JAERI last years (see Figure 8). Below, the main
tendencies of development and updating of the technical solutions on next
generation civil ship NPPs is shown.
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Figure 7
Layout of under water oil terminal for submarine tankers [15].
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Table 5
Data for decommissioned civil nuclear powered ships [17].

Parameter

Type of ship

Start of construction

Full power

Retired

Length, m

Width, m

Cargo, t

Gross tonnage

Shaft horsepower

Service speed, knots

Gross thermal power, MW

Core diameter, cm

Core height, cm

Number of fuel elements

Lattice pitch, square, cm

Fuel enrichments, %

Power density, kW/l

Average burnup, MWd/tU

Fuel material

Cladding material

Number of control rods

Number of coolant loops

Reactor pressure, bar

Coolant temperature, °C

Lenin (OK-150)

[ce-breaker

1956

1959

1990

134

27,6

16000

—

44000

18

3x90

100

160

7704

_

5,0

72

12000

UO2

Zr-alloy or SS

30

2

200

248/325

Savannah

Cargo+passenger

1958

1962

1971

182

23,8

9400

15600

22000

20

1x76

157,6

167,6

5248

24,7

4,4

23

7300

UO2

SS

21

2

123

257/271

Otto Hahn

Ore carrier

1963

1968

1979

172

23,4

14000

16900

10000

16

1x38

112

115

3128

26,8

3,7

33

7260

UO2

SS

12

3

63,5

267/278

Mutsu

Special cargo

1968

1990

1992

130

19,0

2400

8200

10000

16,5

1x36

114,6

104

3584

17,96

4,0

33,5

5530

UO2

SS

12

2

110

271/285
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2 Features of ship reactor design

This section mainly concentrates on the specific features of shipboard reactor
plants. The consideration presented below is mostly based on the information
presented in Refs [1 - 3].

The ship NPP designed for submarines and surface-water ships can be classi-
fied by various features, primarily, by design features, flow sheets and
methods of power transfer to the propeller shaft. The main part of them are
presented below:

o By the primary system coolant the NPPs are classified into
those with the water-cooled, gas-cooled and liquid metal ones.

o By the neutron spectrum the reactors are classified into
thermal, intermediate and fast ones.

o By the layout of the reactor plant there are loop, modular and
integral plants.

o By the flow sheets the NPPs are divided into single-circuit
reactor plants (where the reactor coolant also serves as the
working medium in steam or gas turbines), two separate circuit
ones (where the primary circuit including the reactor and the
tube bundles of steam generator (SG) and secondary circuit
which comprises the shell side of SG, the turbine and
condenser) and three separate circuit reactor plants (where
primary and secondary circuits are separated by additional
intermediate circuit).

o By the number of reactors the NPPs are divided into one-, two
and many-reactor designs.

o By the method of power transfer to the propeller shaft the
NPPs are classified as turbine-reductor, turbine-electric and
with a directly operating turbine.

o By the number of shafts there are one- and two-shaft NPPs.

In the beginning two types of the ship reactors were developed simul-
taneously in the USA and USSR. One of them was cooled with pressurised
water, the other had a liquid metal coolant [1, 2, 9].

The development of two reactor types was dictated by the desire to have
access to two options for further development. These features were
determined by the physical properties of the coolant.
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At present only water cooled reactor plants are built on the ships. These
reactors, judging by the tendencies in the development of their new designs,
will have the leading role in the nearest fixture [1,2, 9].

In these plants the thermal power, generated in the core due to nuclear fuel
fission, is transferred to the primary circuit coolant circulating through the
core and then via the steam generator is delivered to the secondary circuit,
where the steam produced in the SG comes to the turbine rotating the
propeller shaft (see Figure 9).

REACTOR COMPARTMENT

PRIMARY CIRCUIT
PRESSURIZER STEAM

^r-Mcoöu n GENERATOR

I SECONDARY CIRCUIT

I
ELECTRICAL

TURBINE P R O P U I - S I O N MOTOR

Figure 9
Layout of a loop-type PWR plant design showing the reactor compartment containing the
RCS, and the reactor secondary circuit with turbines, condensor, reduction gear and auxiliary
equipment [3].

PWR plant designs have very compact cores due to the high moderating
properties of water, which is important for the ship NPP. The high strength
of the PWR components, designed for the high internal pressure, meets one
of the most important requirements imposed on the ship NPP, i.e. to
withstand the influence of vibrations, impact loads, and oscillation motions.

The need for high self-sufficiency and for the small size of the reactor makes
the use of enriched fuel economically justified [1, 3, 17].

The development of modern water coolant technology to ensure the reliable
operation of the primary circuit equipment, including the reactor core, played
an important role in the creation of the ship reactor [1, 18].
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The disadvantage of the LWR technology, as applied to the ship NPP, is
lower temperatures of steam superheating due to the low temperatures of the
reactor coolant. This does not allow the turbine with high steam parameters,
usually chosen for the ship plants, to be used.

Along with the plants of LWR type, the possibility of using the one-circuit
BWRs was also considered. Here the steam is generated directly in the core,
and this allows the intermediate heat exchanger to be excluded [1].

The main disadvantage of this type of reactor is the risk of radioactive
contamination of the steam flowing to the steam turbine directly from the
reactor. Besides, using the BWRs for the plants of high power it is difficult
to expect a noticeable gain in the mass and size because of the lower core
power density in comparison with PWRs and the deterioration of the
efficiency of the water as the neutron moderator. The latter circumstance
makes the neutron spectrum harder and required larger nuclear fuel loading.
These reactors have not found an application in the shipboard NPP so far

[1].

The reactors with a gas (primarily helium) coolant are considered very
promising. Such designs were developed at the early stage of mastering the
shipboard NPP, for example, the Skate design [1]. In 1957-1964 an
extensive program on testing such plants was carried out on the US coastal
test facilities. A 100 MW helium-cooled reactor design was developed by the
Westinghouse for the advanced reactor plants. The mass of the plant was
much smaller than that of the similar reactor plant with the PWR. However
to make the gas-cooled reactor applicable, a number of design and technical
problems have to be resolved [1].

The use of a liquid metal as a coolant for the reactors permits the intense
heat removal to be accomplished at a high temperature level at low pressure
in the reactor vessel. The high coolant temperature makes it possible to
obtain the steam of the updated parameters and, thus, significantly increases
the reactor efficiency. The fast reactor has a core which is smaller than that
of the thermal reactor of the same capacity. However the fissile material
fraction ensuring the criticality is much larger in the fast reactor than in the
thermal one [19].

The liquid metal coolant has the following disadvantages [1, 3, 20, 21]:

o Relatively high melting point (sodium +98 °C, Pb-Bi alloy
+125 °C), which requires the preheating of all equipment and
pipelines up to temperatures exceeding the melting
temperatures

o Intense oxidisability. Therefore in the operation of the liquid
metal circuits reliable sealing is needed as well as the inert gas
atmosphere over the metal surface.
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As for the reduction in the NPP weight and size, it is more profitable to have
one large power reactor. However in order to reach a reliable ship operation
in some countries (e.g. Russia's ice-breakers, see Section 4) the double-
reactor concept is most frequently used. In this case a failure of any equip-
ment component or the operation of the emergency protection in either
reactor will not cause a loss in the ship running speed. The distinguishing
feature of all western ship NPPs is the use of one (for submarines) and two
(for surface-water ships). Exceptions to this are the NPPs for the submarine
"Triton" where two reactors are used, and those of the aircraft carrier
"Enterprise" having eight reactors.

The selection of the reactor plant arrangement is important for the determi-
nation of safety ensuring abilities and means, operating conditions and cost
efficiency. Three types of the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS)
arrangements are known: loop, modular and integral (see Figure 10).

The advantages of the loop arrangement include: simple design layout, good
reparability. Also, the loop arrangement could provide increased natural
convection. RCS system inertia, determined mostly by coolant inventory, is
independent on the arrangement choice. In most of the first NPPs the loop
arrangement design was used. Today, the loop arrangements are
implemented mainly by the vendors in the US and the UK (see Section 3).

The modular arrangement uses short large diameter pipes connecting the
main equipment (reactor, steam generator, pumps), instead of long pipelines.
The larger pipe diameter, compared with the loop arrangement, services or a
more rational solution "pipe-in-pipe" for the reactor inlet/outlet. In the
modular arrangement the power scheme of the plant differs drastically from
the loop one. The modular arrangements are being used in Russian shipboard
NPPs for ice-breakers (see Section 4). It is rather small and easy of access
for maintenance.

The noticeable advantage of the integral arrangement consists in that all
reactor coolant is localised in the reactor vessel, and that no large diameter
pipes are used, therefore coolant leakage is much less probable. Besides, in
the integral design the problem of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) material
embrittlement under neutron irradiation is excluded. But in the integral
arrangement the access of the equipment located in the reactor vessel is
complicated, which makes it difficult to repair and maintain. Therefore the
integral arrangement suggests the use of high-reliable equipment. It should
be pointed out that the integral arrangement is becoming ever more
frequently used for the design of advanced ship reactor plants (e.g. in
France).

Nevertheless the statistics on the integral arrangement is still insufficient so
that the operation characteristics could influence the choice. Hence, it is not
advisable to reject other designs in the development of the future ship reactor
plants.
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3 <

b)

Figure 10
Nuclear steam supply system arrangements [1, 22]
a) loop b) modular c) integral

1) reactor
4) piping

2) reactor coolant pump 3) steam generator
5) pressurizer

The first US nuclear submarines were equipped with the two-shaft
mechanical units. The current nuclear submarines are being designed and
constructed with the single-shaft units. The US Navy cruisers and the French
aircraft carrier "Charles de Gaulle" currently under construction have two-
shaft units, the "Enterprise" and "Nimitz"-type aircraft carriers are provided
with four-shaft units.
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The thermal power of the reactors ranges from 30 MW to 230 MW for
submarines and from 150 MW to 600 MW for surface ships (see Table 6).

The NPP developed can supply high shaft power from 3000 up to 70000 hp.
This is sufficient to meet the requirements of the submarine and surface fleets
(see Table 6).

The main trend in the development of the ship NPP is the enhancement of
their reliability and survivability, safety, cost effectiveness and improvement
of their vibro-acoustic characteristics (for submarines).

The NPP reliability, survivability and safety are reached on account of the
following measures [1]:

o use of the proven technology (NPP with the PWR) to a large
extent mostly demonstrated in their earlier designs

o thorough test and check of new NPP on the on-coast prototype
test facilities and then on the pilot ships (primarily the USA, the
UK and France)

o unification of the NPP for a great number of multi-purpose
ships

o rare changes in the plant generation and the improvement in the

NPP characteristics without any change in their layouts

o design simplification

o control room improvements with respect to human factors

o low power density in the core (in comparison with reactors for

nuclear power plants)

o use of the SG with natural circulation in the secondary circuit

o high degree of primary coolant natural convection providing
effective emergency residual heat removal

o high reliability of the core and redundancy of the main reactor
plant components (SG, reactor coolant pump (RCP) and
others) make it possible to use the single-reactor plant with a
two-loop RCS on the nuclear-powered submarines (e.g. the
USA, the UK).
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Besides, the most important tendencies in the world shipboard NPP designs
are:

o improvement of the core reliability indices, primarily the
elongation of their life and availability.

o improvements of the size/mass characteristics.

o increase in the power associated with the increased dis-
placement and speed of the ships both designed and
constructed.

o improvement of the design and layout solutions and search for
the optimal NPP versions (e.g. reduced hydraulic resistance of
the RCS, integral arrangements, e.a.)

o increase in the impact resistance of the equipment.

More detailed information on experience in shipboard reactor development in
different countries is given below.
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3 Reactor development for naval ships

3.1 Water cooled plant designs

USA

The development of the US Navy construction can be conventionally divided
into three main phases:

o design and construction of the pilot NPP and nuclear
submarines (1949 -1958)

o commercial production of nuclear submarines and nuclear
power integration in surface ships (1959 -1975)

o transition to a new generation of NPP and commercial nuclear
submarines, ballistic missile submarines and serial production of
nuclear surface ships (1986 -1994)

In the third phase of the US nuclear navy development, which has been
continued nowadays, a large series of multipurpose submarines of the "Los
Angeles" type, including 62 planned vessels, is under construction. For the
new generation of the "Los Angeles"-type submarines General Electric has
developed the S6G-typePWR reactor plant, a modified version of the D2G-
type plant, which had been earlier used on the nuclear cruisers "Beinbridge"
CGN-15 and "Trackstand" CGN-35 since 1962 and 1967 respectively. The
experience with the D2G plants permitted the construction of the on-coast
test facility and the pilot NPP to be avoided. The S6G plant with the thermal
power 130-150 MW was immediately put into commercial production. It
uses the two loop RCS arrangement which is a standard for the US Navy
(see also Figure 10a), [1]. The refuelling frequency for S6G plant designs
reached about once per 10 years.

The cost of the first unit and the following ones of the "Los-Angeles" type
submarines were estimated at 213 million USD and 170 million USD,
respectively.

For the new generation of "Ohio"-type SSBN of 187001 displacement, with
an underwater speed of up to 25 knots, the S8G reactor plant was developed
(see Table 6). This plant was tested on the oncoast test facility in West-
Milton. Due to the extensive application of sound-proofing including the
isolation of individual mechanisms, the location of most noisy mechanisms in
special isolated places, use of special standby lower power equipment
designed to be used in a low-noise regime the "Ohio" type SSBNs have a
higher speed of low-noise propulsion (8-10 knots) than the existing ballistic
missile submarines.
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Table 6
Data for some recent naval nuclear powered ships in different western countries [1, 23].

Country

Reactor plant design

Launched, year

Ship series

Specific mass, kg/hp

Efficiency, %

Number of reactors

Reactor capacity, MWt

RCS and core

Pressure, bar

Coolant temperature, °C

Fuel enrichment, % 235U

Power density, MW/m3

Core refuelling frequency,
103-hours

Number of SGs

Number of MCPs

Number of turbines

Number of shafts

Shaft horsepower, 10"3

Steam pressure, bar

Steam temperature, °C

S8G

1981

Ohio

25-30

18-19

1

215-230

160

280/320

40(93-97)

63-67

10

1x2

1x2

2

1

50-60

24

240

USA

S6W

1995

Seawolf

25-30

18-19

1

215-230

150-160

270/310

93-97

68-70

10-13

1x2

1x2

2

1

50-60

24

240

A4W/A1G

1975

Nimitz

29-31

17-19

2

500-600

140-150

260/290

40

-

10-13

2x4

2x4

4

4

65

24

240

UK

PWR-2

1992

Vangard

-

18

1

110-120

140-150

265/280

70-80

70-80

7-10

1x2

1x4

2

1

27.5

24

250

France

K-150

1994

Triomphant
(Charles de
Gaulle)

-

18-20

1(2)

150

-

-

-

-

-

1x2

1x2

2

1(2)

37-41

-

-

CAS

1983

Rubis,
Amethyste

-

18-19

1

48

123

-

-

-

-

1x2

1x2

2

1

12

22-51

-

The costs of the first unit and the following ones of the "Ohio" type SSBNs
were estimated at USD 1 224 million and USD 1161 million, respectively.

As for the surface nuclear fleet, the USA currently only construct the
"Nimitz"-type aircraft carriers of 81 6001 displacement. Six of the planned
ships have entered the US Navy fleet. For the "Nimitz"-type aircraft carriers
with a speed of up to 30 - 30.5 knots, the A4W/A1G 500 - 600 MW reactor
plant was developed (see Table 6). In the aircraft carrier the twin
Westinghouse PWR NSSS was used. The core refuelling frequency for
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A4W/A1G reactor plant reached 10-13 years. The construction of the two
remaining aircraft carriers of this series will be continued until the year 2000.
The cost of this contract is now estimated at USD 9 billion. For these
aircraft carriers the reactor cores with 15 years refuelling frequency were
developed. The construction of nuclear cruisers was stopped in 1980, await
the construction of more advanced nuclear reactors would begin. Their
construction has not been commenced up to now.

In the future phase of the US nuclear ship-building it is planned to construct
a multipurpose "Seawolf'-type nuclear submarine SSN-21, which, in the
opinion of US specialists, should be the 21 century nuclear submarine. In this
submarine design, the tendencies of the further increase in its acoustic hiding,
speed and diving depth will be realized. Studies are being conducted on
selection of the optimal reactor plant design, with the experience of NPP
application on the naval ships be taken into account. In particular, the
possibility of using reactor plant design with an integral arrangement of RCS
and 100 % natural circulation of the primary coolant is under consideration.
However, it is most possible that the new generation "Seawolf' submarines
would be equipped with a standard loop-type single unit 150 MW plant
design S6W (see Table 6). The operation of this reactor plant on the ships
has been successfully proven for many years.

As can be seen from Figure 11, the rates of putting the reactor plants for
submarines into operation are characterized by great non-uniformity. Its
maximum growth was in the 60s when the extensive construction of the
commercial nuclear submarines and ballistic missile submarines with the
unified S5W reactor plant (see Figure 10a) was under way. In particular, in
1963 the maximum number of NPP, seventeen, were transferred to the navy.
The average rate of the NPP construction for 40 years of their production
was 4.7 units per year. During the same period of US nuclear shipbuilding
development the underwater displacement of the multipurpose submarines
has increased from approximately 40001 to 100001, and that of the nuclear
missile submarines from 8000t to 187001 (see Figure 12a), the diving depth
of the nuclear submarine increase from 210 to 610 m, i.e. about a factor of 3
(see Figure 12b), reactor power rose from 60 MW to 230 MW for the
submarines (see Figure 12c) and from 150 MW to 600 MW for the surface
ships.
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1960

Figure 11
US reactor plants (n) for submarines under construction by year (n).
£n = total number of reactor plants produced [1],

To increase the diving depth of the submarines the USA uses new structural
materials such as, titanium, glass-reinforced plastic and others. However,
steel remains the basic material for manufacturing strong hulls, and the
development of new steel alloys is being continued. For example, the
HY-100 steel (yield point 80 kg/mm2) was based on the HY-80 steel (yield
point about 60 kg/mm2) which was used for the manufacturing of the strong
hulls of all nuclear submarines during the period 1956-1972. The next stage
was the production of the HY-130 steel (yield point about 91 kg/mm2). The
application of this steel will allow the diving depth of the advanced nuclear
submarines of the "Seawolf'-type to be increased up to 610 m.
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Under water displacement (a), diving depth (b) and thermal power of the
reactor plant (c) for US submarine designs by year [1].

1 - SSBN, 2 - SSN.
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Western Europe

In the construction of their nuclear navy, the UK and France took into
account the US experience of the naval NPP development. It is sufficient to
note that the NPP (the S5W-type reactor plant design) for the first the UK
nuclear submarine "Dreadnought" was purchased in the USA. The on-coast
test facility DSMP was constructed for testing the domestic PWR-1 plant
designs. There the A and B cores for the "Valiant" and "Swiftsure"
submarines were tested (see Figure 13 a).

The enhanced requirements for the reliability, safety and hiding of the
submarines made it necessary to search for other design solutions for the
NPP of the UK SSNs. One of the promising versions appears to be the
saturated water reactor (SWR) plant design with RCS integral arrangement
and the partial boiling of the coolant in the core (see Figure 13b). However
the UK specialists failed to obtain the expected advantages from using the
integral RCS arrangement. Therefore, the relevant activities were stopped
and in 1976 the Rolls Royce took up developing an advanced PWR-2 plant
design with a unitized RCS arrangement (see Table 6). New design solutions
on this reactor plant had to be tested on the on-coast test facility STF-2
which is situated in the location of the first test facility DSMP [1].

PWR-2 plant design has a thermal power about twice that of the PWR-1, or
130 MWt and provides the underwater submarine with a speed of about
25 knots. Substantial changes were made in all major components and their
arrangements [3]. The PWR-2 features provide for less noise from coolant
pumps, greater shock resistance under attack, reduced need to maintenance
and decreased core refuelling frequency.

In the UK the number of nuclear SSN submarines may be reduced from 18 to
12 by 1995 -1996 [2]. Six SSNs belong to the "Swiftsure" class. They were
commissioned between 1973 and 1981. Seven SSNs belong to the
"Trafalgar" class.

The lead SSBN "Vangard" with the PWR-2 type NPP was put in operation
in 1992 [2]. Its cost was estimated at 800 million £. The construction of the
three remaining SSBNs of this series will be continued until 2002 - 2003.

The next generation of the UK Navy NPPs for submarines is now on the way
[3]. In 1987 Vickers Shipbuilding LTD was awarded a contract to carry out
design work for the SSN20 (W) class submarine. The submarine will also be
powered by the PWR-2 reactor plant which is expected to have an output in
excess of 27500 hp.
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Figure 13
PWR-1: reactor pressure vessel & internals (a) and SWR: reactor plant
layout (b); 1 - fuel assemblies, 2,3 - outlet/inlet nozzles, 4 -
5 - control rod drive mechanism, 6 - control & shutdown rods, 7 - RPV,
8 - steam generator, 9 - reactor coolant pump.

Although France began constructing its nuclear navy later than the USA and
Great Britain (its first submarine "Redoutable" was launched in 1971) the
French government, following the USA, made the decision in 1973 to
construct new submarines only with the NPP. The first SSBNs of the French
navy were provided with the NPP similar to the US standard S5W plant
design. However in the development of the nuclear-powered submarine
"Rubis" the French specialists chose a 48 MWt reactor plant, (see Table 6),
using the electrical propulsion principle (see Figure 14a). Other features of
this plant design are: RCS integral arrangement and once-through SG
located over the core. The plant was tested on the on-coast test facility RAT.
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a)

Figure 14
Layouts of the integrated RCS of French "Amethyste"-type submarines (a) and carrier (b).
1-RPV, 2-RCP, 3-SG, 4-feed pump
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The French specialists succeeded in developing the world's smallest sub-
marine with an NPP, with a displacement of 2670t and with the diameter of
the strong hull as small as 7.6 m. The use of high-level natural circulation of
the reactor coolant permitted the NPP noise at low and high speeds of the
submarine to be reduced.

The second generation 48 MWt plant design is now utilized as a continuation
in the series of attack class submarines, starting with "Rubis" NPP. The lead
SSN "Amethyste" S-605 of this series was taken in operation in 1992. The
second one "Perle" G-606 was taken in operation in 1993. The construction
of the remaining two SSNs of this series will be continued until 1996 and
1998, respectively. The cost of the "Amethyste" SSN was estimated at
USD 350 million [1].

For the new generation of French SSBN of the "Triomphant"-type 150 MW
K-150 type plant design with integral RCS arrangement, which will also be
used for the French "Charles de Gaulle" type aircraft carriers currently under
construction (see Table 6).

For the K-150 type plant design the large RPV and the increased core
coolant flow cross section reduced the hydraulic resistance of the RCS to the
level at which 40 - 49 % power can be removed by natural convection. The
lead SSBN "Triomphant" was taken in operation in 1994. The construction
of two other SSBNs of this series is now under way.

It should be pointed out that in all SSNs and SSBNs of the UK and France
navies the single-reactor single-shaft units with the PWR are used. The
French nuclear aircraft carriers are equipped with the two-reactor two-shaft
NPPs, which is expected to have an output in excess 2 x 40 000 hp and
speed about 27 knots (see Figure 14b). The "Charles de Gaulle" construction
cost is estimated at USD 2.8 billion. France also has plans to build a second
aircraft carrier [1].

Below the main milestones of nuclear power propulsion program in France
are presented [2]:
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Vessel

Redoutable
Terrible

Foudroyant
Indomptable
Tonnant

Inflexible

Triomphant
Teméraire
Vigilant
-

Rubis

Saphir

Casabianca
Emeraude

Amethyste
Perle

Charles-de-Gaulle

(Richelieu)

Commissioned

1971

1973

1974

1976
1980

1985

1994

Under construction

Planned

Planned
1983

1984

1987

1988

1992

1993

(1999)

(2005)

Type

SSBN

SSBN

SSBN

SSBN

SSBN

SSBN

SSBN

SSBN

SSBN

SSBN

SSN
SSN
SSN
SSN
SSN
SSN
Aircraft carrier

Aircraft carrier

Decommissioned

1991

Russia

During 1958-1963 the leading and commercial first generation submarines
with water-cooled reactors were constructed and entered the navy stock.
They were the submarines of the first generation. On the basis of the
experience of their operation the NPPs were thoroughly studied and some
inherent shortcomings were identified. Individual changes were introduced
into the plant design [9, 11].

Special attention was given to the increase in the life of the steam generators,
whose initial service time was within the range 250-700h. In order to reduce
the NPP size, which is important for the submarine, a once-through SG,
generating superheated steam, was used [9, 11].

Another important problem associated with increasing the NPP equipment
life, as a whole, was the prolongation of the core life. More than 20 core
designs were developed and checked both on the test facilities and in
submarines. By 1964 a sharp increase (more than 5 times) in the core life had
been achieved [9,11].

Simultaneously with the reactor plant design the turbine engines were
developed. They were greater turbine units similar to those used in diesel
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driven ships. However they had some distinguishing features. These features
were associated with the operation of the condensers at high pressures of ihe
sea water ejector operation in the sealed compartment, manoeuvring
characteristics, discharge of excess steam to the condenser in sharp changes
in the turbine operation mode, reduction in the vibration activity of all
mechanisms and noises from sea water pumping, water pressures at the
submarine hull in large depths, limited space in the turbine compartments, etc
[9,11].

The second generation of submarines was a big SSCN. In its design the
technical solutions were laid, which used the science and engineering
achievements of the early 60s. In the submarine a nuclear power single shaft
plant was used, provided with a geared turbine unit, twin-reactor NSSS
[9,11].

The use of two reactors, two autonomous turbogenerators, two condensers
with the double set of auxiliary mechanisms (feed, condensate, circulation
pumps), located each on one board, ensured the reliability and vitality of the
power plant.

A twin-reactor NPP with a modular arrangement was used for submarines of
the third generation. In addition to the technological advantages exhibited in
the construction of submarines in ship-building yards and during assembly at
machine-building works, the modular arrangement of the permanent
equipment and accessories made it possible to take more efficient vibration
isolation measures reducing the submarine noise under water [11].

Other countries

China possesses nuclear-powered submarines of the "Han" class and of the
"Xia" class. There are five SSNs of the "Han" class equipped with PWR type
reactor plants yielding 15 000 hp and a maximum speed of about 30 knots
[2]. In July 1988 the first nuclear-powered submarine of "Xia" class was
tested according to some sources [2]. It has a maximum speed of 20 knots.

India has its own development program on nuclear propulsion. Indian policy
for years has been to preserve political independence, being self-supporting
in supplies and to rely on indigenously developed industrial technology.
Having nuclear-powered ships could therefore be looked upon not only as
token of the nation's interest in increasing its presence in the Indian Ocean,
but also of its intention to exploit for propulsion purposes the extensive
expertise in nuclear technology which has been developed within the civil
nuclear power program [3].

The experience gained from the Falklands War has increased Argentinian as
well as Brazilian interests in nuclear propulsion. The military command was
apparently impressed by the efficiency of the British nuclear submarines.
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Argentina has aspired for a number of years to develop nuclear-powered
submarines. The Argentinian Navy's interest both in nuclear weapons and in
nuclear propulsion has been manifest through heavy recruitment to top
management posts in the Argentinian Nuclear Energy Commission [3].

The development of a Brazilian nuclear submarine is part of a research
program being conducted by the Institute of Energy and Nuclear Research at
the University of Såo Paulo. The Brazilian Government has earmarked land
in the town of Ipero, near Sarocaba, State of Såo Paulo, for the construction
of a naval nuclear research facility [3].

The Brazilian submarine study project is concentrated on a nuclear vessel of
2 700 - 3 000 tonnes with a speed in the range of 23 - 30 knots. The 50 MW
reactor plant was to be ready for operation by 1995. Budget constrains
caused a delay often years, and the submarine can not be ready before 2000
[2].

Canada had in 1989 planned to strengthen its naval forces by buying 10-12
nuclear submarines [3]. There were two options, either to buy the UK
"Trafalgar" class or the French "Amethyste" class. The cost of the program
was estimated to be USD 8 billion. The nuclear plant technology in the
"Trafalgar" is essentially British. The French offered to co-develop with
Canada a successor to the "Amethyste" class as a part of their bid.

In the same year Canadian Stratas SSI company announced the development
of a new submarine with a miniature nuclear reactor [2]. The product range
of Power Systems and Services GE Canada in Peterborough, Ontario,
includes remote systems for the nuclear submarine program.

The Canadian government decided in April 1989 to drop the whole project
due to the high cost of the program and because it was not felt to be
necessary. The Canadian Navy will instead be strengthened by other major
investments [3],

Spain has expressed its interest in the purchase of French nuclear-powered
submarines (1988) [2].

3.2 Liquid metal cooled plant designs

In the USA, where the reactor with liquid sodium coolant and beryllium
moderator was installed on the second submarine of the "Seawolf' class, this
technology did not obtain further development, after a short-term operation
(launched in 1955, commissioned in 1957), because of the technological
difficulties which arose. Since then no US NPPs have used liquid metals for
cooling [23].

In the 50-60s the submarines with the liquid metal cooied reactors were also
designed and constructed in the USSR. For these NPPs the lead-bismuth
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eutectic characterised by a high boiling temperature (1670 °C) and a weak
chemical activity relative to water and air was used as primary coolant. The
moderator was beryllium [9,11].

The nuclear propulsion plants, with liquid metal cooling, installed in the
submarines provide some operation advantages. The main advantages are as
follows:

o Increased efficiency of the NPP due to the high operating
primary coolant temperature (440 °C) and the increased
superheated steam temperature (up to 355 °C) [20, 21]

o The cooldown of the reactors could be done without using the
steam generators and the primary circuit pumps but rather by
natural circulation of the primary coolant in the RCS and
switching on the cooldown system [20, 21]

o Prevention of radioactivity release to the secondary circuit and
power compartments in the event of SG tube rupture because
of the pressure difference in the secondary and primary circuits
[9,11].

At the same time it was evident (and this was also confirmed by submarine
operation) that the liquid metal cooled reactor plant design was associated
with some difficulties, i.e [9, 11]:

o The plant operation was more complicated during long-term
mooring (as well as docking) because of the need to have the
temperature of the primary coolant higher than its melting
temperature, i.e. above 125 °C, and, hence, to keep the
personnel in the control room

o The repair operations in the primary circuit became more
complicated as the equipment was contaminated with the high-
active polonium-210 produced from the neutron-irradiated
bismuth

o The RCS technology became more sophisticated because of the
need for additional auxiliary components and systems (e.g.
drain tanks, handling of coolant, including control of its
chemistry during operation)

The operation of the liquid metal cooled NPPs also revealed the SG
deficiencies [3, 9,11].

The second generation of the pilot submarines with the lead-bismuth cooled
NPPs was launched in the 70s. Comparing with the LWR plant designs of
the second generation submarines the liquid metal cooled plant exceeded the
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former in manoeuvrability by two times, in power supply by 1.5 - 2.5 times,
in the specific mass indices by a factor of 1.3 -1.5 [9, 11].

Today it can be stated that all fundamental problems arising in the develop-
ment of the NPP with the liquid metal coolant, including the coolant
technology, corrosion and mass transfer problems have been solved. The
operation, repair and refuelling schedules have been checked. The total
number of reactor years of the NPPs with the lead-bismuth coolant amounted
to about 80. At present this conversion technology was profitable in the
designs of the reactor plants for floating NPP of enhanced safety, as well as
for advanced nuclear power plant designs [20, 21]. Besides, the lead-bismuth
coolant is considered as a possible coolant for targets of accelerator driven
nuclear systems [21].

3.3 Incidents and accidents

Forty years of experience in operating nuclear-powered ships in the fleet has
shown that, as in the nuclear power industry, it has not been possible to
preclude serious accidents and catastrophes. The statistics from 1946 to
1990 show that accidents in nuclear submarines (206 events) have occurred
much more frequently than in surface ships (22 events) [1]. Two US and
three USSR nuclear-powered submarines sank as a result of an accident (see
also section 4) [9].

The data on all kinds of incidents and accidents in naval nuclear-powered
submarines (except for the Russian navy) and surface ships from 1954-1989
are presented below [1]:

Year

1954-1960

1961-1979

1971-1980

1981-1989

Total

Submarine

23

58

68

53

202

Surface
ships

-

3

8

9

20

Total

23

61

76

62

222

Fires are a particular hazard. Also, among the most high-risk activities is
refuelling - removing the reactor head, unloading spent fuel, cleaning the
primary circuit, loading fresh fuel and hydraulic testing of the reactor (e.g.
see Appendix A concerning consequences of the accident in the bay of
Chazhma).
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4 Reactor development for civil ships

4.1 Assessment of reactors operating experience in Russia

Three generations of nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS) for the civil ships
have been created in Russia. They already have operated for more than 150
reactor years. All were equipped by PWR type reactors [6, 7].

The first generation of NSSS for civil ships was represented by OK-150
loop-type plant design that operated at the "Lenin" ice breaker in 1959-1966
and was subsequently replaced by more modern NSSS of the OK-900 type
[6] (see also Table 5).

A modular reactor coolant system (RCS) arrangement of OK-900 plant
design type has been developed for the next generation of ice-breakers of the
"Arctica" type. These systems are radically different from those of the first
generation in their technical, operational and economic parameters.

The OK-900 NSSS consists of two reactors of PWR type. Steam generators
and reactor coolant pumps (RCP) are connected with the RPV by short
"tube-inside-tube" ducts that considerably reduced the length of the primary
piping. The whole steam generating unit is installed in a tank of iron and
water shielding located in the protecting enclosure. The development of the
reactor core was based on the "channel" design, the fuel element bundle and
shim rods were installed inside a round shroud tube and absorber rods and
guide tubes were placed in the gap between shroud tubes. The rods with
dispersed fuel were designed to operate in the manoeuvring mode with high
rate and large amplitude core power changes.

The high safety level of the OK-900 plant design is provided by the following
features:

o the negative reactivity coefficients of the core for the whole
range of parameters

o natural circulation sufficient for residual heat removal from the
reactor core with shut down reactor coolant pumps

o the design provides an extra borating system.

The lifetime of the ice-breakers "Arctica" and "Sibir" with OK-900 plant
design without exchange of equipment is more than 100 000 effective
operating hours (about 11.5 years). The operation of the OK-900 plant
design was successful and accident free even without short stops [5, 6].

The next generation NSSSs for civil ships is represented by KLT-40 plant
design, that has been designed for a new series of ice breakers of "Taimyr"
class type and "Sevmorput" barge carrier. The KLT-40 plant design was
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developed with the maximum use of the proven components of OK-900
plant design.

The comparison of main parameters of NSSSs is shown in Table 7.

Table 7
Comparison of NSSSs for Russian civil ships [6, 7].

Parameter

Plant design

Number of reactors

Independence with one
fuel loading, days

Total shaft power,
horsepower

Rated thermal reactor
power, MW

Steam production t/h

Secondary system
- temperature, °C
- steam pressure, MPa

Ice breaker
"Lenin"

OK-150

3

500

44000

3x90

3x120

290
3.09

OK-900

2

1050

44000

2x159

2x220

305
3.09

Ice-breaker
"Arctica"
"Sibir"
"Rossia"
"Oct. Revolution"

OK-900A

2

1050

75000

2x171

2x240

290
3.24

Barge carrier
"Sevmorput"
KLT-40

KLT-40

1

1460

40000

135

215

290
3.3

Ice-breaker
"Taimyr"
"Vaigach"

KLT-40M

1

1120

50000

171

240

300
3.33

The KLT-40 reactor itself comprises (see Figure 15) [12]:

o The reactor pressure vessel

o The upper head, which carries drives for the five reactivity
control assemblies and four actuators for the emergency core
cooling system

o Reactor internals

o Core

The four steam generators are of the once-through vertical cylindrical type
and heat transfer is through helical coils made of corrosion-resistant steel.
The recirculation pump is a single-stage centrifugal unit with a canned two
speed asynchronous motor.
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primary circuit pump

steam
supplying water

reactor
steam generator

Figure 15
KLT-40: reactor coolant system.

The main differences between KLT-40 and OK-900 plant designs concern
improvements relating to safety, reliability, maintainability and operability.
Also, the KLT-40 plant design is significantly simplified.

The main safety systems of the KLT-40 plant design are (see Figure 16) [23]:

o Control and protection system (three redundant supply lines)

o Liquid absorber injection system

o Residual heat removal system (through steam generator or
through the heat exchanger into the sea or air, thus offering two
independent channels)
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o Emergency core cooling system (two independent channels:
hydroaccumulators and electrically driven pumps for water
injection)

o System of emergency pressure reduction in the containment

o Strong containment system.

The upgrades that were added to recent Russian nuclear-powered ice-
breakers were as follows [12]:

"Rossiya": addition of extra safety monitoring for the reactor, an in-
containment sprinkler coolant system, an emergency shutdown system and
on-line radiation monitoring, elimination of low-active water disposal from
the reactor compartment.

"Sovetsky Soyuz": improvement of containment leaktightness, redesigned
refuelling equipment, introduction of a cooling system for cold shutdown and
an emergency flooding system.

"Ural": inclusion of a passive emergency core cooling system, development
of a basic simulator and a computer-aided "operator adviser".
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Figure 16
KLT-40: reactor plant.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8,9

Reactor
Steam generator
Heat exchanger
Metal/water shielding system tank
Pressure suppression pool
Biological shielding
Protective enclosure walls
Valves

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Air cooling heat exchangers
Condensate pumps
Sea water
Condensers
Water storage tanks
Emergency feed water pumps
Hydroaccumulators
ECCS pumps
Third circuit
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Other perspectives of ship reactors in Russia

Floating nuclear power plants (KLT-40, ABV-6)

47

Floating nuclear power plants based on ice-breaker technology, are special
non-self-propelled ships. They are being developed for accessible or
seismically active areas in the North and Far East of Russia, which need
power plants of 50 -100 MWe.

The floating power plant includes a reactor, steam production system, turbo
generator system, the electro-technical equipment complex, reserve diesel
and boiler systems and living block. The construction of the floating power
plant provides protection in the cases of collision with floating objects or
plane crash.

The floating nuclear power plant is provided with ice-breaking possibilities
and fire-protection. Large changes in comparison with nuclear propulsion
systems must be made in steam-generating systems for achieving maximum
efficiency. There are no other difficulties because for the 60-100 MWe
floating nuclear power plant creation, well-developed equipment is used.

One version of the floating nuclear power plant is developed on the basis of
established KLT-40 reactor design (see Section 4.1 and Figure 17).

Figure 17
Floating nuclear power plant with KLT-40: layout

1 - reactor, 2 - RCP, 3 - SG,
6 - secondary coolant pump

4 - turbo generator, 5 - condenser

The estimated opearting lifetime of the floating NPPs will be 40 years.
Operation would be interrupted only once every 13 years, when the plant
wouild return to Murmansk for maintenance, unloading of spent fuel and
loading of fresh fuel. Each plant would cost USD 250 million to be built. The
first stage of the project is being funded by the Russian NPP operator,
Rosenergoatom. Negotiations are already under way with China, Indonesia
and the Philippines, with good regard to possible export sales.
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The main technical characteristics of floating nuclear power plants with
KLT-40 plant design ("Pevec" project) are given in Table 8.

Table 8
Technical characteristics of floating nuclear power plant with KLT-40 [12,
14, 23].

Power unit
Length, m

Width, m

Tonnage, t

Reactors

Turbogenerators

Voltage, kV

Power, MWe

Operation life, years

Staff number

126

30

16000

2

2

10,05

60

40

55

Reactor unit
Power, MWt

Steam production, t/hour

Primary coolant pressure, MPa

Outlet primary coolant temperature,°C

Steam pressure (abs.), MPa

Overheated steam temperature,°C

Feeding water temperature, °C

Operation power changing limits, % of nom.

2x140

2x240

12,7

317

3,8

290

170

10-100

Also, vendors of this design in collaboration with other companies
investigated the possibility of the KLT-40 plant design use for the floating
water-distillation (capacity 80000 m3/day) and two-aimed energy and water-
distillation complex with the capacity 40000 m3/day.

If that could be achieved, the Russians would have several dozens additional
potential buyers (e.g. in Latin America, Persian Gulf).

Another AB V-6 floating nuclear power plant developed by OKBM (Nizny
Novgorod) should supply electricity (12 MWe) and hot water (120/70 °C
temperature, 24 Gcal/hr heat capacity) to the users on the shore (see
Table 9) [14].
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The ABV-6 reactor plant basic design data are given in Table 10 [14]. The
ABV-6 reactor plant of up to 60 MW thermal output with the natural
circulation of primary coolant integrates into a single RPV, a cassette-type
core and multi-sectional once-through steam generator providing generation
of superheated steam with a temperature of 260 - 290 °C and pressures
ranging from 1.6 to 3.1 MPa (see Figure 18).

Table 9
Main dimensions of the ship for floating nuclear power plant with ABV-6.

Maximum length, m
Waterline length, m

Width, m

Board height, m
Maximum draught, m

Displacement, m3

Table 10
ABV-6 unit data.

96.8
92.0

21.3
10.3

4.5
8200

Characteristic

Reactor type

Pressurising system
Reactor coolant circulation mode
Reactor thermal output, MW

Coolant temperature, °C

Primary coolant pressure, MPa

Steam parameters
- pressure, MPa
- temperature, °C
- steam flow, t/h
Reactor vessel overall size, DxH, m

Core dimensions, DxH, m
Core power density, kW/l
Number of fuel assemblies in the core

Number of control rod drivers

Refuelling interval, years
- at overall core refuelling
- at partial refuelling

Type of steam generator
Number of SG sections

Value

Integral PWR with external pressuriser
Gas (nitrogen)
Natural convection

up to 60
233/340
15.4

1.6-3.1
260 - 290
up to 93
2.1x6.3
1.22x0.85
up to 74
55
6

5-7
2
once-through
16
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High reliability of the steam generator being the key requirement, when
developing an integral reactor plant arrangement, is ensured by proven well-
developed manufacturing technology and has been verified by operation of
similar SG-prototypes whose total operational record amounts to
250 reactor-years.

The ABV-6 reactor plant uses a gas pressurising system with an external
pressuriser connected to the reactor by a pipeline. The advantage of such a
system is the simplicity of its maintenance and reliability that is confirmed by
experience of operation of numerous prototypes, in particular, KLT-40-type
NSSSs being used for the nuclear ice-breakers.

The ABV-6 reactor core uses the fuel assembly and fuel rod of the same
designs as in W E R reactor power plants.

The containment system of the ABV-6 reactor plant represents a leaktight
room designed for maximum pressure arising during a complete LOCA
(0.5 MPa) equipped with a pressure suppression system including a bubbler.
Leaktight compartments can be connected additionally to the containment to
reduce the accidental pressure.

All systems and piping penetrating the containment boundary are provided
with double isolation valves excluding radioactivity release at accidents.

All ABV-6 safety systems actuate without personnel intervention. As the
safety analysis has shown, safe status of the reactor is ensured for the design
accidents without personnel intervention for a period not less than 3 days.

There are two ABV-6 PWR-type NSSS's installed on the ship, two turbo
generator units, two standby diesel electric generators, and three, emergency
diesel generators.
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Figure 18
ABV-6: Power

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

unit schematic.

Reactor
Control rod drive
Accumulator of emergency
cooling down systems
Heat exchanger
Purification system pump
Turbine
Ion-exchange filter
Purification system cooler
Pressurizer

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Bubbler
Bubbler cooler
Filter
Ventilation tube
Protective shell
Water store tank
Flushing-through system pump
Loop heat exchanger

Each of two NSSS operates independently, located in its own leaktight
containment. Reactor plant assures long-term operation within a 20 -100 %
power range.
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4.2.2 Unattended self-controlled thermoelectric low power plants
for deep sea

The RRC Kurchatov Institute has proposed nuclear plant design for power
and heat supply of manned or unmanned submarine vehicles, robotics
systems for exploration and underwater mining of ocean resources, for
carrying out some oceanological research activities. These vehicles can also
be used as a part of a nuclear plant for electric and heat supply of remote
industrial settlements.

The distinctive features of these power sources are the direct transformation
of thermal nuclear power, natural coolant circulation and nuclear operation
in self-regulative mode during service life, which will allow to ensure a high
safety level of the facilities, their continuous operation without human
interference [16].

Depending upon their utilisation (shore, shelf or deep water vehicle) the lay-
out of nuclear thermoelectric facilities (NTEF) may differ, but the general
principles of the technological scheme are being kept. PWR plant design is
used as a source of thermal nuclear power. Its standard characteristics are:
primary coolant pressure of 15 -18 MPa, average coolant temperature of
300 - 330 oc, output of up to 150 kWe and up to 2 Gcal/h, continuous
operation during 10 years without reloading.

The primary coolant transmits by natural circulation the heat from the reactor
core to the thermoelectric generator (TEG), which consists of some units of
thermoelectric modules arranged by bayonet tubes by which the coolant
after transmitting heat to thermoelectric batteries comes back to the core.
Thermoelectric batteries are made of low temperature semiconductor triple
alloys, being connected in modules, in parallel or in series, so that the output
electric voltage may be 28V up to 220V. The TEG is cooled by means of
natural circulation of the secondary coolant.

The reactor core consists of the standard WER-type fuel elements. A level
of the negative temperature reactivity feedback makes it possible to
compensate for the burnup effects by insignificant reduction in the coolant
temperature. Therefore the reactor does not need the excess reactivity for the
burnup. There is also natural convection of the primary and secondary
coolant. Due to a low core power density (~3 kW/l) the reactor does not
require emergency cooling. Use of the thermoelectric energy conversion
permits the reactor plant to be substantially or significantly simplified.

4.3 Next generation marine reactors in Japan

Japanese nuclear ship development was started by the JNSDA (Japan
Nuclear Ship Development Agency) in 1963 . "Mutsu", the first Japanese
nuclear powered ship, was designed and started to be built by the JNSDA,
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and was completed in 1991 after the agency became a part of JAERI. Sig-
nificantly large delays in finishing construction were caused by a politically
(but not technically) difficult problem triggered by an unexpectedly high
outside radiation level during the first power test. Now the ship is being
converted into a conventional ship for scientific ocean survey after finishing
experimental voyages for one year in 1991 .In addition to the "Mutsu"
project ,the agency began to study the next generation marine reactors in
1975.

Through this study two types of marine reactors have been identified as
promising for next generation of nuclear-powered ships: namely the MRX
and the DRX. The MRX is a plant for surface nuclear-powered ships
including high speed container ships (around 30 knots), super high speed
container ships (more than 50 knots) and ice-breakers. In order to achieve
economical competitiveness with conventional ships, light and compact plant
design is essential for those commercial nuclear-powered ships. The MRX
has 70 % of volume and 50 % of weight of the "Mutsu" reactor plant despite
of its larger thermal output power (about 3 times).

The DRX is a reactor plant for deep sea power sources which can be used
for scientific research vessels, exploitation of resources and construction of
deep sea stations. Existing deep-sea research vessels have been equipped
with batteries for their power sources and time available for deep-sea
research when a single trip is limited to a few hours. If we can provide such
research vessels with reactor plants as power sources, greater deep-sea
research activities will become possible. The DRX with a 150 kWe
(750 kWt) power output is now under study at JAERI for a scientific
research submersible as the nearest possible application [24].

4.3.1 Design Features of the MRX

The ship has a propulsion of 60000 horsepower with two 100 MWt MRX
reactor plants (see Figure 19). The main technical features of the MRX
reactor plant are as follows:

o Integral arrangement eliminating the possibility of large pipe
rupture accidents, and the use of simplifying safety systems.

o Employment of in-vessel type control rod drive mechanism
(CRDM) eliminating the possibility of rod ejection accidents
and contributing to reducing reactor plant size.

o Employment of water-filled containment systems (placing
reactor vessels in a water-filled containment vessel) achieving
passive core flooding in any accident and contributing in
reducing plant dimensions.

o Employment of a passive decay heat removal system
simplifying safety systems.
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Table 11 and Figure 20 show a conceptual drawing and major parameters of
MRX. The core consists of 19 fuel assemblies. Thirteen assemblies contain
control rod clusters. Six are for reactivity control during operation and the
other seven are for back-up reactor shutdown. Standard fuel pins with
Zircaloy cladding (9.5 mm outer diameter), and burnable poison for reducing
peak factors, are also applied. Hexagonal arrangements are preferred rather
than rectangular ones.

There are only eight pipes (50 mm diameter) carrying primary coolant and
penetrating the reactor vessel. Steam generator tube inspection can be
carried out from the secondary side after opening blind flanges on steam and
feedwater headers. Main coolant pumps are inspected at an inspection pit
after withdrawing horizontally from the vessel and transferred to the pit.
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Figure 19
MRX plant layout.
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The emergency decay heat removal system transfers decay heat from the
core to the containment water. It includes four trains, each of which has the
ability to remove the core decay heat. Each train consists of a water reservoir
tank, a cooler, two valves and piping. The containment water cooling system
is a heat pipe system for long-term decay heat removal, transferring heat
from the containment water to the atmosphere. The residual heat removal
system is used for long-term decay heat removal during scheduled reactor
shutdown. It is also used for controlling levels and temperatures of water in
the reactor and containment vessels for inspection and maintenance activities.

Containment vessel
(Inner 0 : 6.8m
Inner H: 13.0 m)

Containment water
cooling system (4 trains)
(Heat pipe type)

Dip plate
(for promote ^
steam condensing I
water stabilizing )-

Emergency decay
heat removal
system ( i 4 )
Plate for water
stabilizing (x 8 )

Thermal insulator
(Mirror insulation
type)

^.Control rod drive
mechanism d 13)

Water spray
heder
Pressurizer
heater
Main coolant

pump (x2)

Welding

^Pressure relief
valve ( x 3 )

Steam generator.
(Once-through
helical coil
type)

Reactor vessel
(Inner 0 :3 .7m)
Core
Fuel assembly
(x19)

Flow screen

Figure 20
Concept of MRX plant.
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Table 11
MRX unit data.

Reactor power
Reactor type

Reactor coolant
Operating pressure
Inlet/outlet temperature
Flow rate

Core/Fuel
Equivalent diameter
Effective height
Average power density
Fuel type
U-235 enrichment
Fuel inventory
Fuel lite time
Fuel average burnup
Number of fuel assemblies
Fuel rod outer diameter

Control rod drive mechanism
Type
Number of CRDMs

Main coolant pump
Type
Number of pumps

Steam generator
Type
Tube material
Tube outer diameter
Tube inner diameter
Steam temperature/pressure
Steam flow rate
Heat transfer area

2xl00MWt
Integral type PWR

12MPa
282.5/297.5 °C
4 500t/h

1.45 m
1.40 m
43kW/l
UO2

4 %
6.51
8 years
25 GWd/t
19
9.5 mm

In-vessel type
13

Horizontal axial flow canned motor type
2

Once-through helical coil type
Incoloy 800
19 mm
14.8 mm
289 °C/4 MPa
168 t/h
970 m2

Reactor pressure vessel
Inner diameter/height

Containment vessel
Inner diameter/height
Design pressure

3.7/9.3 m

6.8/13.0 m
4 MPa
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For a deep sea research vessel with DRX plant design the number of crew is
assumed to be eight, including four scientists and four reactor operators (see
Figure 21). The operation of DRX should be highly automated so that at it
can be performed by one operator. Inherent safety feature will be required
for any kind of reactor transient including accidents in order to avoid tragic
consequences even when control systems fail [24].

A design concept of the DRX plant is shown in Figure 22. The combination
of two spherical shells with a diameter of 2.2 m, made of titanium alloy,
basically comprises a pressure shell which contains a reactor pressure vessel,
a turbine, an electric generator and other necessary components for
electricity generation. By integrating all the necessary components into the
pressure shell, a very compact power plant is achievable.

Figure 21
Deep sea research vessel with DRX plant design.
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The reactor plant is of the PWR type with an integral arrangement. The core
is cooled by the natural convection of coolant, eliminating the main
circulation pump. The reactor does not have a pressuriser and operating
pressure inside the vessel is determined by the coolant temperature. The
control rod system has two groups of clusters, namely, back-up shutdown
and power (coolant temperature)/burn-up reactivity control groups. Both are
completely contained in the RPV including rod driving mechanisms except
for power transfer cables.

The water inside the pressure shell is secondary coolant and provided into
the steam generator by feedwater pumps. Steam with 3 MPa pressure
generated in the steam generator comes out from the reactor vessel, drives
the turbine and is finally exhausted to steam condensers which are also
located partially inside the pressure shell. The steam condensers are of the
heat pipe type and have working gas evaporators inside and condenser
outside the pressure shell. Ultimately heat is rejected to the sea water. Water
levels inside the pressure shell and the reactor vessel are determined so that
the reactor core is always kept flooded even in a LOCA event. The
maximum inclination of 60 degrees is also taken into account when the water
levels are determined.

A basic requirement from a passive safety point of view is to prevent com-
plete loss of reactor cooling ability by the steam generator in case of any
accident. This can be done by always keeping an open path for secondary
coolant between the steam generator and the pressure shell water.

Between the feedwater pumps and the steam generator, only check valves
and bypass valves are located. The latter is used for controlling the feed
water flow rate and never provides closing of the feedwater path. On the
outlet side of the steam generator, a hydraulic pressure valve leading directly
to the steam condenser is placed on the header. When the steam controlling
valve closes, giving a steam flow rate of less than 15 % of the nominal value,
the turbine trips and then the feedwater pump will stop causing the passive
opening of the hydraulic pressure valve.
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Table 12
DRX unit data.

Maximum operating depth
Speed

Advance
Vertical, transverse

Overall length

Breadth

Moulded depth

Continuous operating period

Reactor output

Generator output

Pressure shell inner diameter
Reactor container
Living room

Number of crews (incl. scientists)

6 500 m

3.5 knots
1.5 knots

24.5 m

4.5 m

6.0 m

30 days

750 kWt

150 kWe

2.2 m
2.8 m

8
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Figure 22
Concept of DRX plant.
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5 Radioactive waste management

The build-up of radioactive waste generated by the nuclear-powered fleet is
is a cause for growing concern of the world community, especially the part
dumped into the sea (including sunken nuclear submarines).

In terms of the type of waste generated, radioactive waste produced as a
result of the marine reactor applications is similar to that from commercial
land-based nuclear power. Nuclear propulsion plants are relatively small
compared to a current commercial nuclear power plant design.

The basic facilities of radwaste generation and environmental radioactive
contamination during the operation of nuclear-powered ships are as follows:

o nuclear-powered submarines and surface ships

o support vessels for nuclear-powered ships

o sites for nuclear ship bases

o fresh and spent nuclear fuel storage sites

o ship repair and ship-building plants where the reactor cores are
repaired

Sea dumping of liquid and solid radwastes has been carried out by some
countries possessing nuclear fleets during the initial stage of the develop-
ment. In Figure 23 the dumping sites of western countries are presented
(including wastes from other applications). The dumping sites of USSR are
presented in Figure 24.
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Below is a summary of the main international documents to guide the ocean
disposal of radioactive wastes, reproduced from an IAEA document [25].

1946 First sea disposal operation

1957 IAEA expert meeting on radioactive waste disposal into the sea
- IAEA Safety Series No. 5 (1961)

1958 UN conference on the law of the sea

1972 Convention on the prevention of marine pollution by dumping
of wastes and other matter; London (dumping) convention
-LDC)*

1974 Provisional definition and recommendations, IAEA
INFCIRC/205/add. 1

1978 Definition and recommendations, IAEA

INFCIRC/206/add I/Rev 1

1983 Voluntary moratorium on ocean LLW disposal

1986 Definition and recommendations, IAEA Safety Series, No. 78

1993 Convention voted to extend the ban of LLW dumping
As can be seen, the dumping of radioactive waste in the oceans is regulated
by the LDC and resulted in the prohibition of dumping of HLW in
accordance with recommendations provided by the IAEA, the recognized
expert body which offers scientific advice to the LDC on radioactive waste.

The IAEA has issued a document, "Definitions and Recommendations", in
which permissible limits on radioactivity release rates from all sources are
recommended. The document is regularly revised. In 1983 the parties to the
LDC agreed on a moratorium suspending dumping of radioactive waste into
the Atlantic for 10 years.

The London Convention, signed in November 1993 and supported by 41
countries, is administrated by the International Maritime Organization (MO)
and prohibits ocean dumping of radioactive waste. It was noted that the
decision on total prohibition was not reached on the basis of scientific and
technical considerations but rather on social, moral and political grounds
[30]. In September 1994, the presidents of Russia and the USA signed an
agreement on low-level liquid radioactive waste disposal in order to protect
the natural resources in the Arctic. Russia also pledged to continue with its

This convention became well-known as the LDC but has recently been
renamed the London Convention 1972.
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voluntary prohibition of sea-dumping of liquid low-level radioactive waste
[34].

Several countries voted against this moratorium, among them the UK which
reserves the right to dump large low-level radioactive objects (like defuelled
nuclear submarine reactor compartments) into the ocean [3].

Between 1974 and 1978, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
conducted ocean surveys at four former LLW disposal sites on the east and
west coasts of the US [26]. The depths, topography, and bottom conditions
were different at each site. At three of the sites a representative LLW
package was recovered using both manned submersible and surface support
ships. A summary of disposal site locations, usage and inventories of
materials dumped during the period of 1951 - 1965 is shown in Table 13.

Table 13
Primary radioactive waste ocean disposal sites in the United States [26].

Site
Disposal
period

Atlantic
1951-1956
1959-1962

Atlantic
1957-1959

Pacific
Farallon
Islands
1951-1953

Farallon
Islands
1946-1950
1954-1965

Coordinates

38030^
72°06'W

370387^
70O35"W

37038^
123°08W

37°37"N
123°17W

Depth
m
Distance from
land
km

2800
190

3800
320

900
60

1700
77

Estimated
No. of
disposed
55-gallon
drums

14300

14500

3500

44000

Estimated
activity in
drums at time
of disposal
PBq**

1.5*

0.08

0.04

1.6

Estimated container life
(yr) to 50 % thickness

Sediment side

23

41

260

Ocean side

15

>120

34

*
**

This does not include the reactor compartment of the "Seawolf' submarine.
1 PBq = 27000 Ci.
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In 1959, within 120 miles from the Atlantic shore of the USA the US Navy
sank the S2G defuelled reactor compartments from the nuclear submarine
"Seawolf' with an estimated induced activity of 1.2 PBq. The reactor had
inadequate operational behaviour.

For the operating period of the naval nuclear submarine fleet the USA has
lost two nuclear submarines: the "Thresher" in April 1963 and the
"Scorpion" in May 1968 with S5W reactor plants. The "Thresher" submarine
is resting at a depth of 2500 m and "Scorpion" at 3100 m. The seabed
around the debris of the "Thresher" and "Scorpion" submarines has been
investigated three times so far. Samples show minor amounts of 60Co,
indicating leakage from RCSs [3]. Both of these submarines sank because of
an accident in the areas of intensive sea traffic and active fishing. Experts are
of the opinion that in addition to the reactor there were two nuclear
torpedoes "Astor" on board the "Scorpion". About 10 PBq (270 kCi) of
fission products was found on the spot of the wreck of the nuclear submarine
"Thresher" at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean [27].

Also, in February 1980 at the shore of Scotland a US nuclear submarine
incident took place with a release of radioactive materials from the reactor
cooling system. The last known dumping of US radwastes was made in 1982
at a distance of 550 km from the Atlantic shore of the USA [1].

According to data in Ref 1, the volumes of radioactive wastes dumped by the
US Navy in the north areas of the Atlantic and Pacific exceed those stated in
Table 13 and estimated for the period 1946-1982 as 63 PBq (1.7 MCi).

Today the US Navy radwaste production is estimated at about 2600 m3/year
[1], During the last ten years the average annual amount of dumped radio-
active wastes from the US Navy decreased by 5 times despite of the increase
in the number and capacity of the fleet.

By the year 2000 the USA will be expected to handle the decommissioning
of about 200 nuclear submarines and surface ships. The measures which need
to be taken to achieve these are detailed and costly (e.g. the decom-
missioning cost of the "Enterprise" aircraft carrier is estimated at
USD 600 million).

The Savannah River plant, South Carolina, for submarines based on the
Atlantic coast and the Hanford plant, Washington, for submarines based on
the Pacific coast, have responsibility for their decommissioning. The
reprocessing of the spent fuel from the NPPs is performed at Idaho chemical
processing plant [1]. At present only four reactors of these are stored at the
Hanford site.

Also, by the year 2000, the UK is planning the decommissioning of 10
nuclear submarines [1]. The construction of a state final waste disposal
facility with 2 million m3 LLW and 0.6 million m3 MLW capacities is
planned.
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Data on the nature, disposal methods, volumes and activity of radioactive
wastes dumped by the Russian Navy from the early sixties to 1992 in the
Barents Sea, the Kara Sea, Sea of Japan and Sea of Okhotsk are given in the
report of the Government commission on problems concerning sea dumping
of radioactive waste, the so-called, "White Book-93" [27]. Also, the con-
sideration presented below is based on information presented in the
International Scientific Technical Center (Moscow) No. 245 project annual
report [28] and the international arctic seas assessment project (IASAP):
progress report [29,30].

Given below are the available data on radioactive objects sunken in the
World Oceans as a result of accidents to the Soviet nuclear submarines [27,
28]:

Nuclear
submarine

"K-8"

"K-219"

"K-278"
"Komsomolets"***

Total

Region,
date

Bay of Biscay
08-04-70

Bermudas
06-10-86

Norwegian Sea
07-04-89

Depth

m

4000

5500

1685

Reactor
activity
PBq

<9.3*

<9.3*

<5.6*

24.2

Weapon
activity**
PBq

0.03

0.14

0.02

0.19

* Expert estimate (as of the date of sinking).
* * At the moment of the accident.
*** See also Appendix B.
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Provided below are the available data on the dumping of the two defuelled
reactor compartments in the Far-Eastern seas [27, 28]:

Coordinates,
year

40°10'N,

Sea of Japan;
1978

52°30'N,
159°09'E,
to the east of
Kamchatka;
1989

Depth
m

3000

2500

Total
activity*
PBq

0.002

0.003

Characteristic of
radiation barriers

Lead-shielded
metallic container

Lead-shielded
metallic container

* At the moment of dumping.

Thus, according to the available data the activity of radioactive waste
dumped by the USSR in the Far-Eastern seas is distributed as follows [27,
28]:

Liquid LLW 0.45 PBq

Solid LLW and MLW 0.23 PBq

Two defiielled reactor compartments 0.004 PBq

Total 0.68 PBq

In 1993 Russia provided information [27] to the IAEA about HLW and
LLW dumped in the Arctic seas and in.the North East Pacific during
1959 -1992 [30] (see Figure 24). According to the 1993 report the total
amount of radioactivity dumped in the Arctic seas was more than 90 PBq
(2.4 MCi).

The items dumped included sixteen marine reactors from seven submarines
and the ice-breaker "Lenin" at five sites in the Kara Sea. Six of the seven
nuclear submarines contained two PWR reactor plants each (see Figure 14
and Table 14). Eleven of these PWR reactor plants were dumped into the
Kara-Sea between 1965 and 1988: ten within their reactor compartments,
one within the hull of a barge-like pontoon covered with concrete, and four
containing their spent fuel. The seventh nuclear submarine contained liquid
metal cooled reactors (LMRs). This submarine, with its reactor compartment
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intact and spent fuel and the Pb-Bi coolant aboard, sunk in September 1981.
Three OK-150 PWRs from the ice-breaker "Lenin" were discarded within
their reactor compartment in August 1967. In addition, approximately 60 %
of the spent fuel and the core internals from the PWR reactor plant (unit 2)
were dumped in a specially-prepared container in Tsivolka Fjord [30].

The depths of the dumping sites there range from 12 to 135 m, and in the
trough of Novaya Zemlya, 300 m. The LLW containing 0.9 PBq was
discharged into the open Barents and Kara seas. Solid MLW and LLW
contained 0.6 PBq [30].

As can be seen, much of the material dumped in the Kara sea falls into the
HLW category. However, most of the spent fuel was dumped in the years
before the London convention came into force and before the USSR became
a contracting party of the London convention.
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Figure 24
Sea disposal of radwaste in the Arctic seas by former Soviet Union [30].
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According to the latest data of RRC Kurchatov Institute (Moscow) and
IPPE (Obninsk) provided for the international Arctic Seas assessment project
(IASAP), the largest inventory of radioactive materials dumped in the Kara
Sea by the former Soviet Union comes from the spent fuel of seven marine
reactors, the current (as of 1994) inventory of which makes a total of
approximately 4.7 PBq (130 kCi) [29, 30]. It should be noted that the total
activity in all the reactors dumped near Novaya Zemlya has never been
higher than 37 PBq (700 kCi) [30].

This may be compared with the first estimation of 89 PBq provided in 1993.
The reason for lower actual dates is that most of the reactors met with an
accident after a very short period of operation. This was not taken into
account in making the original estimates [29, 30].

Table 14
Data on the marine nuclear reactor dumped near Novaya Zemlya, as of 1994 [29, 30].

Site

Abrosimov Fjord

Tsivolka Fjord

East Novaya
Zemlva Trough

Stepovov Fjord

Techeniye Fjord

Total

Year of
dumping

1965

1966

1967

1972

1981

1988

Depth of
dumping
m

20 (10-15)
20 (10-15)
20
20

50

300

50 (30)

35-40

Factory
number

285
901
254
260

OK-150

421

601

538

Dumped unit

Reactor compartment
Reactor compartment
Reactor compartment
Reactor compartment

Reactor compartment
and a box containing
fuel

Reactor

Submarine

Reactors

Number of reactors

Without
spent
nuclear
fuel

1

2
2

3

-

_

2

10

Containing
spent nuclear
fuel

1
2

0.6

1

2

-

6.6

Total activity, PBq

Initial
data
[27]

At the
time of
dumping

29.6
14.8
*
*

*

3.7

29.6

7.4
*

89

Further studies
[29,30]

At the
time of
dumping

11.6
2.95
0.093
0.044

19.5

1.05

1.72

0.006

37

1993/94

0.655
0.727
0.009
0.005

2.2

0.293

0.838

0.005

4.7

Reactors with spent fuel, not more than 2.8 PBq in total.

To investigate the radiological situation a joint Norwegian-Russian expert
group was formed and has carried out annual expeditions since 1992 to the
Kara Sea.

The results of the analysis, and comparison of these with data of previous
investigations allows the following main conclusions to be drawn from the
first expedition: At the present time the level of contamination of radio-
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nuclides in the Barents and Kara Seas can be explained by global fallout,
releases from Sellafield reprocessing plant, contribution from the rivers Ob
and Yenisey and Chernobyl fallout (water from the Baltic Sea made a
significant contribution). Observed levels of radioactive contamination are
lower or similar compared to other areas. For example the levels of
radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea is lower than present levels in the
Baltic Sea, the Black Sea and the North Sea [40].

Best estimate predictions of future radiation doses are planned to be
published by IAEA in the end of 1996. These estimates will be based on
estimates of corrosion rates of containers etc, release to water, dilution in
water flows and uptake in food chains and exposure pathways.

There are already results available based on pessimistic or conservative
assumptions according to the following paragraphs.

For a gradual release of 137Cs over 20 years following dumping from the
naval reactors containing spent nuclear fuel disposed in the Kara Sea, the
model predicts maximum concentrations of about 10 Bq per cubic meter
averaged throughout the western Kara Sea bottom water compartment. This
corresponds to less than 1 % of the natural radioactivity of sea water. Local
and regional models, with enhanced spatial resolution will be used to localize
and quantify smaller scale maxima.

A simple evaluation was made, on the basis of available information, of the
radiological effects for a worst case scenario. Dose calculations based on
estimated maximum inventories in reactors dumped in the Kara Sea indicate
a committed collective effective dose in the order of 10 man Sv, if
instantaneous release occurs at the time of dumping. More the 70 % of this
dose is delivered by 137Cs, and most of the remaining part is contributed by
activation products (60Co and 14C) [41].

Also, IAEA's marine environment laboratory (IAEA-MEL) participated in
the second stage of the Japanese/Korean/Russian joint expedition conducted
to assess the level of radioactive contamination in sea areas where radwastes
were disposed [39]. Preliminary results of onboard measurements showed
that concentrations of 137Cs in seawater and seabed sediments were low,
24 Bq/m3 and below 10 Bq/kg dry weight, respectively. These values do not
differ significantly from levels elsewhere in the Northwest Pacific arising
from global fallout.

In Russia, most liquid and solid waste from marine reactors was dumped into
the sea before 1992 [31]. At the IAEA meeting [32] press conference,
V Rumyantzev, from the Russian Ministry of Environment said that over 32
years the total volumes of material dumped amounted to 191000 m3 in the
Barents Sea and 32000 m3 in the Kara Sea.

Such dumping is no longer allowed and waste is instead stored at coastal and
floating sites in locations adapted for these purposes. Table 15 reproduced
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from an IAEA document [31] represents the distribution of waste amount by
sources of generation and location of storages. Table 16 shows the distri-
bution of spent nuclear fuel from nuclear powered ships at various insti-
tutions in Russia. It must be noted, however, that storage facilities, mostly do
not meet modern requirements [31].

In Russia the civil nuclear vessels are served by the state repair and
technology enterprise (RTP) "Atomflot" which belongs to the Ministry of
transport (Mintrans), as well as the Murmansk shipping company (MSC, see
also Section 4.1) used for reactor refuelling, storage of fresh and spent fuels,
reception of liquid and solid radwastes from the nuclear ships, their
reprocessing and transfer to final disposal, inspection and repair of the
equipment. The reprocessing of the spent fuel from the ship nuclear power
plants is performed at the "Mayak" processing plant of Minatom [28, 31].

The radioactivity of wastes produced by Russia's civil nuclear ice-breakers
and temporarily stored on special ships and the coastal sites of RTP
"Atomflot" is summarized in Table 15 [31].

A sorption installation, which is in operation now at RTP "Atomflot", is
designed to decontaminate liquid radwastes from the nuclear ice-breaker
fleet with a throughput of about 2.5 m3/h.

More than 8000 m3 of various liquid wastes have been treated in a special
water purification installation at RTP "Atomflot". The capacity of this
installation is high enough to process a major portion of LLW produced in
operating and repairing the nuclear-powered ships of the Northern civil fleet.

Furthermore, the capacity of the existing facility may be increased up to
5000 m3 per year by upgrading. This will allow liquid wastes from both naval
and civil fleets to be processed.

The most serious and unfortunate storage facility at the RTP "Atomflot"
enterprise which needs technical solutions for handling is a "Lepse" vessel
intended to store spent fuel assemblies. The assemblies are stored on board
the tender and ranked with wastes because they cannot be withdrawn and
sent, to reprocessing. Currently 642 spent fuel assemblies with a total activity
of about 28 PBq are deposited in the storage facilities of "Lepse". It was
announced last November that France's SGN and the UK AEA Technology
had been selected by the EC to evaluate the environmental and safety aspects
related to the disposal of the spent fuel from Russia's fleet of nuclear
powered ice-breakers [31].
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Table 15
Radwaste stored at enterprises belonging to various branches of industry [31].

Source

Nuclear submarines

Total

Nuclear ice-breakers
and container-carriers

Total

Construction and
disposition of nuclear
submarines

Total

Type

Liquid

Solid

Liquid
Solid
Solid

State

Liquid

Solid

Quantity
m3

Ministry of defenci

1.4- 104

1.3 • 104

2.7-10 4

Activity
PBq

j (Navy)

0.007

0.03

0.037

Ministry of transport

3 .9-10 2

1.4-103

1.0- 10 2

-1 .9- 103

0.008
0.74

~0.75

committee of the defence industry

2.5 • 103

1.5 • lO3

4.0 • 103

0.02

0.004

-0.02

Storage location

Onshore and floatable
facilities
In concrete

Onshore facilities
Onshore facilities
Onshore facilities

Onshore and floatable
facilities

Table 16
Amount of spent nuclear fuel stored at enterprises of the Ministry of Defence
andMintrans [31].

SNFtype Quantity
t

Activity
PBq

Ministry of defence (Navy)

Fuel assemblies from the
navy

Fuel assemblies of the
nuclear ice-breaking fleet
(both MSC and RTP
"Atomflot")

Total

30

Mintrans

7.7

37.7

556

630

1186

Storage location

Onshore and
floating facilities

Floating
technological bases
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The adherence of Russia to the LDC and the start of active scrapping of
decommissioned nuclear submarines resulted in a significant increase in the
volume of radwaste at the naval shipbuilding enterprises. Today about
27000 m3 of liquid and solid wastes, with a total radioactivity of about
0.04 PBq (see Table 15) [31] are stored at the shipbuilding enterprises.

In 1992 the Russian government approved the federal programme for the
dismantling of the nuclear powered ships decommissioned from the navy.
The programme specified that shipbuilding and repair enterprises should
implement this dismantling. Within the system of Goskomoboronprom
enterprises (State committee of defence industry) this task was entrusted to
the plants of the State centre for nuclear shipbuilding. The following is the
order of operations adopted within the scheme of dismantling [31]:

o Decommission the nuclear submarine
o Transport it to the site of dismantling
o Unload the spent fuel
o Prepare the nuclear submarine for dismantling
o Lift the nuclear submarine to the building slip
o Cut off the reactor section
o Scrap the bow and stern ends
o Prepare the reactor for disposal
o Transport the reactor to the disposal site

The federal programme recommends the establishment of special facilities
that would cost more than US $500 million. The work of these facilities
would include [31]:

o Reconstruction and refitting of the facilities

o Construction of floating sites for unloading and transportation
of spent fuel

o Construction of floating cranes and refitting of long term
storage facilities

The development of these special facilities for nuclear submarine dismantling
is provided by the state budget; direct scrapping of nuclear submarines is
supported partly from the state budget. Unfortunately, inadequate funding
causes delays in the implementation of this dismantling programme [31].

Under Start II (strategic arms reduction treaty) they will be expected to
handle the decommissioning of 150 submarines containing 278 reactors
including around 45000 spent fuel assemblies before 2000 [33].

The shortage of equipment for unloading spent fuel from decommissioned
nuclear submarines gives cause for special concern. Currently, only four
cores can be unloaded fiom nuclear submarines annually; it should be from
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12 to 15. For this reason, there are 50 nuclear submarines in the northern
region whose cores have not been unloaded. The current condition of many
of these ships is unsatisfactory, and, for some, removal of spent fuel is
already technically impossible. Delays make the situation worse [31].

Russia's naval fleets have coastal storage facilities for spent nuclear fuel,
which were built in the sixties. Solid radioactive waste, including conta-
minated equipment, is packed and collected in temporary storage grounds.
To store and reprocess liquid wastes the Navy has [28]:

for the Northern Sea Fleet [28]:

o coastal storage facilities with a total capacity of 5300 m3

o floating storage facilities with a total capacity of 3700 m3

o a radioactive water treatment station ("Amur")

for the Pacific Fleet:

o coastal storage facilities with a total capacity of 3500 m3

o floating storage facilities with a total capacity of 3000 m3

o a radioactive water treatment station ("Pinega")

o two pilot mobile installations "Shar'ya-M" (in pilot operation
since August 1994).

At present up to 30 % of the coastal and floating storage capacities are not
used because of the termination of their guaranteed service lives, depressuri-
zation and failures in loading/unloading fittings. The remaining coastal and
floating capacities are filled almost completely and not adapted to the inter-
national, national and departmental requirements for liquid wastes, storage.
No interim storage facilities are built for the fleets due to lack of financing.

.The Northern Sea and Pacific Fleets each-have a ship for waste trans-
portation and treatment. The ship transports about 8001 of liquid wastes and
has a radioactive water treatment station with a throughput of 5 m3/h and a
decontamination factor of up to 100.

In addition, the Northern Sea Fleet has two ships and the Pacific Fleet has
one ship for the refuelling of nuclear submarine reactor cores. The ship
designer provided in these ships for a system of primary coolant treatment
with a throughput of 10 m3/h.

The Northern Sea Fleet temporarily treats its liquid wastes at the RTP
"Atomflot" (about 1000 m3 of liquid waste was sent for treatment in the
period of 1994-1995). For this purpose the Pacific Fleet uses two pilot
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installations "Shar'ya-MM with a throughput of 1-1.5 m3/day (about 400 m3

of liquid wastes have been treated).

Also, Russia's federal programme for radwaste management includes [31]:

o Construction of a pilot commercial site on the Novaya Zemlya
archipelago for disposal of waste produced in operating nuclear
ice-breakers and submarines. Russia plans to store about
10 million m3 of spent fuel and LLW and MLW [34].

o Construction of a regional repository for waste disposal
produced through the operation of the Pacific fleet nuclear
submarines.

Suggested for international cooperation in the future are the modernization
of the existing facilities at RTP "Atomflot" for liquid waste processing and
disposal at the Novaya Zemlya [31].
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Abbreviations

ABV-6
AEA

BWR

CE
CRDM

DRX

EPA

FA

GE

PWR type reactor design (Russia)
AEA technology (UK)

Boiling water reactor

Combustion engineering
Control rod drive mechanism

Deep reactor X (Japan)

Environmental protection agency (USA)

Fuel assembly

General Electric

83

HLW High level waste

IAEA International atomic energy agency (Vienna)
IASAP International Arctic seas assessment project
IMO International maritime organization
IPPE Institute of physical and power engineering (Obninsk, Russia)
ISTC International scientific and technical centre (Moscow)

JAERI Japan atomic energy research institute

JNSDA Nuclear ship development agency (Japan)

KLT-40 PWR type reactor design (Russia)

LDC London dumping convention
LLW Low level waste
LMR Liquid metal (cooled) reactor
LOCA Loss of coolant accident
LWR Light water reactor
Minatom Ministry of atomic energy of Russian Federation
MLW Medium level waste
MRX Marine reactor X (Japan)
MSC Murmansk Arctic shipping company

NPP Nuclear propulsion plant
NSSS Nuclear steam supply system
NTEF Nuclear thermoelectric facility
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OK-150 PWR type reactor design (Russia)
OK-900 PWR type reactor design (Russia)
OKBM Reactor plant design bureau (Russia)

PWR Pressurized water reactor

RCP Reactor coolant pump
RCS Reactor coolant system
RPV Reactor pressure vessel
RRC-KI Russian research centre - Kurchatov Institute (Russia)
RTP Repair and transport plant

SG Steam generator
SGN Société génerale pour les techniques non velies (France)
SNF Spent nuclear fuel
SSBN Submarine carrying ballistic nuclear weapons
SSCN Submarine equipped with cruise missiles
SSN Attack fleet submarine
Start II Strategic arms reduction treaty
SWR Saturated water reactor

TEG Thermonuclear generator

ULMS Underwater launched missile system (USA)

W Westinghouse

VVER PWR type reactor design (Russia)
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A Accident in the bay of Chazhma and its
consequences

This was a reactivity accident that occurred on 10 August 1985 at one of
the Pacific fleet's nuclear submarines at the bay of Chazhma (see
Figures Al and A2) (Primorski Territory, Russia) during the final work on
reactor refuelling. The consideration presented below is based on
information presented [36].

The spontaneous chain reaction was initiated in the left-side reactor
because of violating the nuclear safety requirements during the final
refuelling work. The thermal explosion crushed a nose and stern equipment
compartments, threw out a part of fresh fuel from the RPV and destroyed a
reloading building (its roof was cast for a distance of 70-80 m by the
explosion and fell into water 30 m away from the coast); the high-strength
hull of the submarine was damaged in the stern part of the reactor com-
partment. The fire that began in the reactor compartment immediately after
the explosion was terminated in four hours. The survey of the radiation
situation on the site and automobile roads was then undertaken.

It was established that the main part of solid coarse combustion products
together with fission and activation products and particles of the unreacted
fuel (in the form of coarse particles and slag) fell out around the damaged
submarine within a 50-100 m radius area. The radiation exposure dose rate
7.5 h after the accident, in the accident area, was 2.5-5 mSv/h, and the
surface radioactive contamination was 108-109 Bq/m2.

The cloud of gaseous radioactive substances formed in the accident crossed
the Dunai Peninsula in the north-west direction and reached the sea at the
coast of the Ussuri Bay (see Figure A2). The results of the field survey of
the seawater and bottom deposits made it possible to substantiate the
following conclusion. When the radioactive cloud moved farther above the
water area of the Ussuri Bay (28-30 km wide), the fallout density
decreased to background radiation levels and does not affect the radiation
situation in Vladivostok and its beach area. According to the data of 1989-
1991 the y-ray exposure dose rate was 0.06-0.08 (iSv/h at the coastline of
the bay of Shamor cove.

The estimated radioactive release of short-lived noble gases amounted
approximately to 70 PBq; other volatile fission (mainly iodines) and
activation products (mainly 60Co and 54Mn) - about 185 PBq (probably
only a small fraction of the 185 PBq was attributed to activation products;
comment by authors of the present report). The radiation monitoring of the
localities showed that the highest fallout density turned out to be in a forest
area within a narrow zone 3.5 km long and 200-650 m wide with a total
area of 2 km2 (see Figure A3).
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Within 5-7 months after the accident the radiation situation was normalised
over the whole site of the plant. The radionuclide content of seawater
decreased to the initial background values within 2 months. About 2 000
people took part in the elimination of the consequences of the accident. The
individual exposure doses did not exceed, for the most part, 50 mSv. At the
same time 290 persons were exposed to excessive radiation during the
accident and the elimination of its consequences. At the time of the accident
9 officers and 2 servicemen died from injuries. Acute radiation sickness was
observed in 10 cases, radiation injuries in 39 cases. The workers who
extinguished the fire in the submarine received the highest radiation
exposures (up to 2.2 Gy of external exposure and up to 4 Sv of thyroid
exposure).

The radioactive track on the peninsula of Dunai involves the activity of
60Co (with a half-life of 5.3 years for 95-99 % and, to a considerably lesser
degree, the activity of 137Cs. This track is spotted. An interim surface
storage facility for the plant's contaminated equipment was built on one
area of the track. The storage facility and the essential part of the track
which are both located in an inhabited territory were fenced with barbed
wire.

The dynamics of the measured radioactive contamination of the ground
analysed for many years showed that the radionuclides are, for the most
part, tightly bonded to soil. Their total entrapment with surface water into
the bay of Chazhma was estimated to be 2-80 GBq. The entrained activity
will decrease after the removal of the interim storage facility.

As a result of the accident a long-lived radioactive spot was formed in the
bottom deposits of the bay. The spot is contaminated mainly with 60Co
(96-99 %) and partially with 137Cs. The area of this spot is about 0.1 km2.
In its central part, the exposure dose rate amounts to 0.2-0.4 mSv/h
(maximum 1.2 mSv/h as of 1992).

The maximum specific activity of 60Co in the bottom deposits is 70 kBq/kg
at the place of the accident and up to 700 kBq/kg in sea biota.

The concentration of radionuclides in the seawater of Chazhma, the
western passage of the Strelok Bay and the eastern part of the Ussuri Bay
is at the level of the background values typical for other regions of the
Pacific coast. The 60Co specific activity of the sediments of the Shelok Bay
is shown in Figure A2. These values are very low and are of no concern.
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Figure Al
60Co concentration (Bq/kg) in the bottom deposits of Chazhma Cove and
the western passage of the Strelok zaiiv in August 1990.
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Figure A2
Region of the Chazhma nuclear accident.
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Shkotovo-22
Chazhma A / ^ Razboinik bay

Contamination density, 10*decays/(min -cm2) "barrier

11.08 1X08 14.08 16.08 18.08 19.08

20 6 5 2J 1.8 1.1

4.5 3.2 2.1 1.2 0.6 0.35

0.6 0.5 0.32 0.2 0.1 0.05

Pier No. 2
Cape Ustrichnyi

Figure A3
Radioactive track of the accident.

* 106 according to text which is also more compatible with other data.
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B The radiation situation in the region of the wreck
of the nuclear submarine "Komsomolets"

The nuclear submarine "Komsomolets" sank as a result of an accident in
1989 in the Norwegian Sea at a depth of about 1700 m. The submarine
contains a nuclear reactor plant and two missiles with nuclear warheads
[37 - 38].

According to the assessment of experts [37-38] the reactor core contains
approximately 1.5 PBq of 90Sr and 2.0 PBq of 137Cs. The radioactivity of
the warheads is about 16 TBq mainly from 239Pu [38].

The theoretical calculations show that the impact of the nuclear submarine
on the bottom caused considerable damage to the outer circuits of the
reactor. The radioactive substances enclosed in the circuits gained access to
the environment. The intensity of the release of radionuclides depends on
the character of the damage to the reactor, its cooling circuit, and the
submarine structures (bulk heads, hatches, etc.), the characteristics of the
temperature field, the state of warheads, and other factors.

As a result of their corrosion damage, the nuclear reactor and the warheads
can become, with time, sources of considerable radioactive contamination
of the environment.

Among the basic radionuclides that determine the radiation situation in the
region of the submarine wreck are fission products (144Ce, 137Cs, 134Cs,
90Sr, 106Ru), activation products (60Co, 59Co, 54Mn and tritium and
plutonium.

The results of investigations carried out during the expeditions of
1991-1995 showed a release of some radionuclides in minor amounts from
the damaged hull of the submarine. The cesium isotopes 137Cs and 134Cs
were found in sorbent samples placed directly on the hull of the submarine.
A sorbent sample placed in the ventilating trunk contained 54Mn and 60Co.

The whole complex of data obtained demonstrates that the release of
plutonium, up to now, from the nuclear submarine "Komsomolets", if any,
gives a contamination which falls within the "global" variations of the
plutonium content in this region [37].
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